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The Design of Teacher Education Programs
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Given what we know about how teachers learn and develop, how can we create teacher education programs that are effective in enabling teachers to acquire the knowledge, skills, and dispositions that will allow them to succeed? In Chapter Ten, we examined the nature of teachers' learning and identified three particular problems in learning to teach: the problems associated with the "apprenticeship of observation," the difficulty of enacting teaching intentions, and the enormous complexity of teaching, which requires integrating many kinds of knowledge and skills in making judgments about how to pursue multiple goals with learners who have diverse needs.

In this chapter, we examine some central issues in curriculum and program design, including issues of content and coherence, as well as concerns about scope and sequence. We then explore some of the features of programs that appear to support teacher learning and development. Finally, we move to an exploration of long-standing and emerging pedagogies that are used in teacher education and their implications for teacher learning. These include the construction of clinical experiences, including student teaching and strategies like microteaching; the use of performance assessments and portfolios; analyses of teaching and learning; case methods; teacher inquiry; and autobiography.

Some of these approaches have been developed explicitly to address one or more of the "problems of teaching" we described earlier. Some have been designed to help new teachers develop and practice particular skills they will use in the classroom (the "efficiency" dimension of our adaptive expertise schema, described in Chapter Ten). Others are designed to enable teachers to make judgments in the face of uncertainty, to innovate, and to be able to continue to learn from their practice; that is, to become adaptive experts. We explore the uses of these pedagogies for various purposes and goals of teacher education. We present them not as a "top ten list" of best strategies, but as examples of approaches that have gained currency because they are viewed as meeting particular needs or solving particular dilemmas in the learning-to-teach process.

Several lines of research have been helpful in outlining features of teachers' experiences that influence their learning. Many decades ago the Teacher Education and Learning to Teach (TELt) research program at Michigan State University explored the features of different teacher education programs that appear to change teaching practices and affect student learning outcomes. A series of case studies of exemplary teacher education programs by the National Commission on Teaching and America's Future provided empirical data about the nature of preservice teachers' learning experiences in programs viewed by graduates and employers as highly successful. Recent studies by researchers at the University of Michigan offer important large-scale data about the nature and features of professional learning experiences in the context of mathematics and science teaching reforms, whereas researchers at Ohio State University have examined the features of urban teacher education programs. In addition, a line of research from the University of Pennsylvania and the University of Wisconsin-Madison has documented how teachers can learn to generate knowledge about practice and to critically analyze the social contexts of schooling by working in teacher research, action research, or inquiry communities.

These studies and others suggest that, although there is no single best way to organize teachers' learning experiences in a preparation program, there are some common considerations in developing programs and a growing repertoire of strategies to draw upon in doing so.

ISSUES OF PROGRAM DESIGN

Connection and Coherence

In the recent past, many teacher education programs have been criticized for being overly theoretical, having little connection to practice, offering fragmented and incoherent courses, and lacking in a clear, shared conception of teaching among faculty. Indeed, conceptual and structural fragmentation is a consistent theme in studies of teacher education, especially those conducted throughout the 1980s (Felman-Nemser, 1990; Flatley, McDermott, and Werners, 1989; Goodlad, Soder, and Sirotnik, 1990; Howey and Zimbpher, 1989; Zeichner and Gore, 1990). Programs that are largely a collection of unrelated courses without a common
conception of teaching and learning have been found to be relatively feeble change agents for affecting practice among new teachers (Zeichner and Gore, 1990). In a large-scale study of a wide range of programs, Goodlad (1990) found only a small number of programs that provided prospective teachers with opportunities to learn to teach consistent with a particular vision of teaching and learning.

Beginning in the late 1980s, teacher education reforms began to produce program designs representing more integrated, coherent programs that emphasize a consistent vision of good teaching. These programs seek to create stronger links among courses and between clinical experiences and formal coursework, in part by using pedagogies that are connected to classroom practices (Cableo, Eckmiller, and Baghierti, 1995; Graber, 1996; Grossman, 1994; Grossman and McDaniell, 1990; Hammerness and Darling-Hammond, 2002; Oakes, 1996; Ross, 1989). These pedagogies emerged as programs were restructured around theories of professional learning that suggest that teachers need to do more than simply implement particular techniques; they need to be able to think pedagogically, reason through dilemmas, investigate problems, and analyze student learning to develop appropriate curriculum for a diverse group of learners.

Since then, a number of studies have offered empirical evidence that teacher education programs that have coherent visions of teaching and learning, and that integrate related strategies across courses and field placements, have a greater impact on the initial conceptions and practices of prospective teachers than those that remain a collection of relatively disconnected courses. In a set of studies of seven exemplary teacher education programs—programs in which graduates and their employers find they are significantly better prepared than most other beginning teachers—one of the most striking characteristics is that the programs are particularly well integrated and coherent: they have integrated coursework with fieldwork so that it reinforces and reflects key ideas and both aspects of the program build toward a deeper understanding of teaching and learning. These programs are founded on a set of big ideas that are continuously revisited and hence more deeply understood. In addition, researchers found that the programs are built around a strong, shared vision of good teaching practice; they use common standards of practice that guide and assess coursework and clinical work; and they demonstrate shared knowledge and common beliefs about teaching and learning among university and school-based faculty (Darling-Hammond, 1999; for cases, see Darling-Hammond and MacDonald, 2000; Koppich, 2000; Messer and Koppich, 2000; Miller and Silvernail, 2000; Snyder, 2000; Whitford and others, 2000; Zeichner, 2000).

These findings echo those of Howey and Zimpher (1989), who found in their study of teacher education that strong programs . . . Have one or more frameworks grounded in theory and research as well as practice; frameworks that explicate, justify, and build consensus around such fundamental conceptions as the role of the teacher, the nature of teaching and learning, and the mission of the school in this democracy . . . Programs embedded in such frameworks clearly establish priorities in terms of key dispositional attitudes and behaviors that are enabled and monitored in repeated structured experiences . . . Conceptually coherent programs enable needed and shared faculty leadership by underscoring collective roles as well as individual course responsibilities. Programs also contribute to more pluralist endeavors in research and evaluation beyond the individual course level. (p. 242)

Similarly, a study of nine teacher education programs conducted as part of the Institute of Research on Teaching’s Teacher Education and Learning to Teach (TEL2) study found that more coherent programs, those with a strong vision of the type of teaching they were aiming to develop and consistent goals across courses, were more influential and effective in supporting student teacher learning and, for programs that emphasized constructivist learning theories, in helping new teachers understand the nature of teaching diverse populations (Tatto, 1996).

The importance of program coherence was further emphasized in the conclusions of a review of ninety-three empirical studies on learning to teach that examined efforts to change entering student teachers’ beliefs, understanding, and behaviors with respect to teaching, learning, and students. The authors concluded that

In the short-term interventions, which in all but one or two cases involved a single course, we saw little reported impact. In the studies of year-long programs, however, it was much more common for the researchers to report positive effects. Duration of intervention, as such, was not the main variable. More significant was a given time period enabled those in the program to do. In the short-term interventions there seemed a tendency for the other elements of the program to interfere with or even nullify the effects of the intervention . . . the hidden curriculum in this case emanates from the type of structured fragmentation Gore and Zeichner (1991) refer to. Longer-term programs on the other hand were effective when the teacher educators maintained a consistent focus and message. (Widener and others, 1998, p. 151, emphasis added)

That coherence should be important is not surprising. Studies of learning suggest that learning is enhanced when learners encounter mutually reinforcing ideas and skills across learning experiences, particularly when these are grounded in strategically chosen content and conveyed through effective pedagogies (National Research Council, 2000; Bruner, 1960/1977, 1990). Repeated experiences with a set of conceptual ideas, along with repeated opportunities to practice skills and modes of analysis, support deeper learning and the development of expertise (Ericsson, Krampe, and Tesch-Romer, 1993; Gick and Holyoak, 1983). It is particularly important for learners to be able to use theories and practices that can help them make sense of the phenomena they experience
and observe rather than encountering mixed messages, contradictory theories, and ideas that are superficially conveyed. Tatro (1996) argues, however, that having a coherent program does not necessarily require that all faculty think alike, as diversity of thought contributes to rich learning experiences. She emphasizes, rather, that coherence should abide in the common ground among faculty around professional norms and expectations, as well as in the way that learning experiences are organized and conceptualized.

An effort to develop coherence in professional visions, norms, and expectations has implications for the policies used to staff and manage teacher education programs. In none of the highly coherent and impactful programs that were the subjects of the research noted earlier was it the practice to staff the program with large numbers of adjunct instructors who changed frequently. All of these programs had dedicated, long-term faculty members who worked out the program plan together and revisited it frequently. Although there were adjunct instructors employed in most of the programs, these were generally school-based faculty who taught or co-taught courses on a regular basis as members of the faculty team, rather than temporary employees who came and went without engagement in the intellectual life of the program. It is extraordinarily difficult to create a coherent program if much of the teaching is conducted by part-timers with different notions about what good teaching is and how to get there, and who have little opportunity to connect with what else is happening in the program.

In addition, the faculty in many of the programs cited earlier included many who themselves had been K–12 teachers before becoming university professors; some continued a teaching presence in schools as well as conducting research about teaching. Engagement in scholarship on curriculum, teaching, and learning was widespread among the university-based faculty and often extended to school-based faculty as well. This engagement supported a continuous dialogue about how to improve the program in light of the outcomes participants sought and observed.

Organizing Content: Considerations of Scope and Sequence

Research suggests that several elements make a difference in the design of teacher education programs, including:

1. **The content of teacher education**—what is taught and how it is connected, including the extent to which candidates are helped to acquire a cognitive map of teaching that allows them to see relationships among the domains of teaching knowledge and connect useful theory to practices that support student learning;

2. **The learning process**—the extent to which the curriculum builds on and enables candidates' readiness and is grounded in the materials and tools of practice in ways that allow teachers' understandings to be enacted in the classroom; and

3. **The learning context**—the extent to which teacher learning is situated in contexts that allow the development of expert practice; such contexts include both subject matter domains and a community of practitioners who share practices, dispositions, and a growing base of knowledge.

Content: The Subject Matters

Although much research has focused on the processes of teacher learning, evidence suggests that what teachers learn matters at least as much as how they learn. It is worth noting, first of all, that teachers learn different things from diverse preparation programs (Kennedy, 1998, 1999); that they feel differently well prepared for specific aspects of teaching, depending on the kind of pathway into teaching they have pursued and program they have completed (Darling-Hammond, Chung, and Frelow, 2002; Imbimbo and Silvernail, 1999); and they vary in their sense of efficacy and effectiveness as a consequence of their learning experiences (Andrew, 1990; Andrew and Schwab, 1995; Cohen and Hill, 2003; Denton and Lacina, 1984; Desimone, Porter, Garet, Yoon, and Birman, 2002).

Considering What is Taught

This entire volume has sought to provide a rationale for critical content to be considered in initial teacher education. But do decisions about the content of the curriculum matter to what teachers know and can do? Though it may seem hardly worth stating, decisions about what gets taught in teacher education matter.

A number of large-scale studies have found relationships between teacher effectiveness and the quantity of training teachers have received in subject matter and content-specific teaching methods (Begle, 1979; Druva and Anderson, 1983; Ferguson and Womack, 1993; Goldhaber and Brewer, 2000; Monk, 1994; Monk and King, 1994). Although these studies were unable to examine the nature of this training, more recent studies have examined the substance of training as well as the amount. For example, Wenglinsky (2002) found that, in addition to subject matter background, more effective middle school math and science teachers had more professional preparation in how to work with diverse student populations (a combined measure of training in cultural diversity, teaching limited English proficient students, and teaching students with special needs), how to develop higher-order thinking skills, and how to use hands-on methods.

Although some studies have found effects from the amount or length of training, other research suggests that the duration of professional learning experiences is less influential in its effects on teacher practices than the content of the learning experience and the pedagogy used to teach that content. (For a review, see Kennedy, 1998.) Another set of studies that followed students
from eight different teacher education programs over time found, among other things, that the substantive content of programs made a difference for what teachers learned, and teachers prepared in programs with different content emphases learned to practice in different ways. For example, Kennedy (1999) reported that teachers who participated in “traditional” programs that emphasized management and the technical aspects of teaching tended to become more concerned about grammar, conventions, and prescriptive aspects of writing than about students’ abilities to communicate their ideas. Similarly, Desimone and colleagues (2002) found that teachers who participated in what they called “reform-oriented” professional development programs tended to focus more upon students’ own strategies and purposes. In a study examining the effects of professional development on teachers’ instructional practices for 207 teachers in thirty schools, these researchers found that the content of the learning experience—opportunities to review student work, to obtain feedback on teaching, and its connection to other current activities—had strong effects on teachers’ using those practices in their classrooms.

Other research suggests that when teachers have opportunities to interact with their subject matter in ways that they aim for their own students to do (such as engaging in writing workshops, getting feedback on their own writing, giving critiques), they are more likely to engage in those practices in their classrooms (Lieberman and Wood, 2003). Earlier studies suggest these differences in teaching practice matter for what students learn, and that certain kinds of teacher education and associated teaching practices appear to be more effective in bringing about basic skills learning, whereas other approaches to teaching and teacher development appear to be more effective in supporting more transferable learning of more complex higher-order skills (Brophy and Good, 1986; Crawford and Stallings, 1978).

Recognition that various practices are differentially useful for different learning goals has caused conceptions of the teacher education curriculum to change dramatically over the years. In the past, ideas about what teachers needed to know in order to teach were quite limited, often to a bit about classroom management and some “tricks of the trade” that might include how to present a lesson or how to introduce a lecture to one’s students. Little emphasis was placed upon the importance of understanding how people learn or the design of curriculum and assessment. However, the growing emphasis on student learning—and teachers’ responsibility for it—has stimulated the development of a curriculum for teachers that includes knowledge about influences on learning, including child development, social contexts of education, language acquisition, educational purposes, and aspects of pedagogy, along with specific building blocks for teaching, including content knowledge and how to teach it to diverse students at different stages, and the design of curriculum, classroom environments, and assessments.

Creating a Cognitive Map of Teaching. This volume has organized its discussion around a number of domains of knowledge for teaching. However, there is a danger in considering domains as discrete. Teachers in a piecemeal fashion. Research suggests that when learners begin with a sense of the whole and are helped to see how ideas are connected and related, it deepens their understanding and allows them to integrate and use more of what they learn. Studies of memory and learning have found that students learn best when they have a conceptual framework, a cognitive map, or a schema, which enables them to organize categories of information and to recognize the relationships among concepts (Singley and Anderson, 1989), something that is much more difficult when they encounter an unrelated set of facts or a decontextualized introduction to discrete skills. Learners benefit from encountering a curriculum that is organized around the structure of a subject—the fundamental ideas, concepts, and issues of a field—noting that, as Bruner has argued, “to learn structure, in short, is to learn how things are related” (1990a/1977, p. 7). Learning ideas within the context of an overarching conceptual framework not only helps students understand the “big picture” but also enables them to begin to recognize how all the individual ideas and theories fit together and relate to one another.

Having this structure explicitly described and explained is helpful for candidates’ later learning. Clearly, for this to take place, teacher educators themselves must have worked out such a framework, both within and across courses, so that they can structure the content they are teaching and explain this structure to prospective teachers. Whereas at one time, teacher educators had not generally considered this kind of conceptual framework, recent standards from NCATE and other accrediting agencies require that programs develop and defend such a framework, thus increasing the likelihood that a shared understanding of how it all “fits together” will be held across the faculty. Going a step further formally to articulate this conceptual map to the teacher candidates themselves could help candidates better use the ideas they encounter.

One way to give novices a sense of the big picture is by explanation and illustration. As illustrated in Chapter Two, helping students develop and use a cognitive map (for example, the frameworks described by the book How People Learn and others, 1999) can help in creating a basis for understanding and analyzing teaching and learning. Standards for teaching, such as those developed by the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards and by state certification agencies, also provide a schema that can help people understand what dimensions of teaching are important and how they are supposed to fit together. An experientially powerful way to help build a schema is to develop a sense from guided observations and engagement in practice of what the act of teaching is and what kinds of knowledge it may require before or while encountering an intellectual framework for interpreting practice.
For this reason, many programs now emphasize the importance of providing clinical experience early and throughout a teacher education program—so that prospective teachers develop an image of what teaching involves and requires. This allows them to begin to understand some of the challenges and thinking involved so that they can better make sense of how the ideas and theories they encounter in their coursework fit in the process of developing practice. Some teacher educators contend that providing novices with these early practical experiences actually provides a conceptual structure for them to organize and better understand the theories that are addressed in their academic work. Some empirical work lends support to this claim, suggesting greater effectiveness on several measures of teaching for those with more and earlier clinical experiences (Denton, 1982; Denton, Nye, and Phoke, 1982; Henry, 1983; Ross, Hughes, and Hill, 1981; Sunal, 1980).

Helping candidates understand the bigger picture allows them to locate what they are learning. In addition, deep understanding involves returning to central ideas and concepts again and again, so that over time students are able to understand them more thoroughly and to appreciate their relationship to other concepts, ideas, and theories. Bruner's (1960/1977) notion of a "spiral curriculum" suggests that "a continual deepening of one's understanding of [key ideas] comes from learning to use them in progressively more complex forms." Bruner argues, "A curriculum as it develops should revisit these basic ideas repeatedly, building upon them until the student has grasped the full formal apparatus that goes with them" (p. 13).

Recent research on learning and transfer supports this conception. Studies of transfer indicate that when ideas are taught in multiple contexts and include both attention to key principles and examples of how the ideas are applied (such as Perlmutter and Shaffer, 1987), learners are more likely to be able to abstract the relevant and important features of key concepts and to develop more flexible knowledge about the topic at hand (Gick and Holyoak, 1983). This kind of learning is facilitated both by a curriculum that is coherent and reinforcing across settings and by an iterative design, like that described earlier in the Developmental Teacher Education Program at the University of California at Berkeley, where developmental concepts are reencountered over the four semesters of a sequence of developmental courses. (See "The Power of a Coherent, Purposeful Teacher Education Program.")

The Power of a Coherent, Purposeful Teacher Education Program

Recent research on powerful teacher education programs not only suggests that new teachers may be able to move farther along in the journey of developing as a teacher more quickly than was previously thought, but also that it is possible for new teachers to learn much more about teaching and to attend to more aspects of the classroom than previously expected. For instance, in a case study of the University of California—Berkeley's Developmental Teacher Education Program (DTE), Snyder (2000) describes the classroom of a graduate who is a first-year teacher, revising curriculum based upon her perception of her first-grade students' needs and interests. (See Chapter Nine.) She was able to rework a "packaged curriculum" so that it engaged students in authentic science inquiry in which they recorded data, generated and evaluated hypotheses, and drew data-based conclusions. She was also able to create and use cooperative groups that balanced the racial, language, and ethnic diversity of her students and that encouraged students' leadership and interpersonal skills; scaffold work for students' different levels of language proficiency; and manage a classroom expertly so that students got their work done and could focus on the intellectual work at hand.

Snyder details a connection between this beginning teacher's skills, abilities, and approaches and the experiences DTE offers candidates in their teacher preparation programs. For instance, the DTE program involves students in four "core" seminars on human development in which students observe children's behavior in classrooms, evaluate their developmental levels, and offer explanations of children's learning and activity based upon theories of child development. Student teachers also take courses in subject matter teaching methods, which focus upon actively engaging students in "hands-on" science and mathematics. As Snyder explains, the purposeful links between the "core" and "methods" courses create a consistent, cumulative experience for the student teachers:

The content of the teaching methods is only half the story. The concurrent experiences provided in the core seminars link the study of development with the developmental demands of schools and school subjects. Introducing an activity that holds the interests of the students is only half of the task. The other half is to identify the knowledge that is the target of the activity, and how this knowledge relates to previous and future understandings. To do this well requires an understanding of developing cognitive abilities within a particular content area, the kind of activities that promote their development, and how the same abilities are manifested in other areas of the curriculum. (2000, p. 108)

While DTE students are taking their courses, they are "always in classrooms simultaneously." In fact, students have five placements in different classroom settings (to vary by age groups as well as context) over the period of two years in their master's degree program, designed so that student teachers can begin to consciously integrate what they are learning across a variety of contexts—as well as to develop a rich understanding of what teaching practice can look like.

The Learning Process

Considering how to introduce, work with, and revisit key concepts so that they are truly understood in ways that can be enacted and integrated into a sophisticated practice is no small problem. To do this well, teacher educators need to consider how to develop candidates' readiness for learning about particular aspects of teaching and how to bring to life theory in practice and practice in theory.

Developing Readiness. The concept of readiness undergirds approaches to scope and sequence, which involves identifying key foundational ideas and experiences that can lay the foundation for later learning. The standing point for
learning is always one’s own prior knowledge, which must be connected to some way to new learning opportunities. As we have noted, in teacher education, candidates’ prior knowledge poses both problems and possibilities that derive from the apprenticeship of observation they have all experienced. To both confront and use this prior knowledge, and to help candidates begin to realize that students will learn in different ways and have different experiences and perspectives, many preparation programs begin with candidates’ personal experience as a productive way to trigger discussion of beliefs and their bases as well as to build more systematic knowledge. Some programs begin courses of study in teaching by engaging students in writing and sharing educational autobiographies and narratives, which can assist students in critically examining their own educational experiences and becoming ready to engage in professional pedagogical thinking.

As is true in children’s development, considerations of readiness should not be used to restrict learning experiences but instead to guide decisions about where to start and how to scaffold learning so that students are enabled to develop critical skills and abilities. So, for example, although research on new teachers indicates that they do not often begin with a focus upon student learning and are instead concerned with their own actions in the classroom, novices can be helped to focus upon their students and the learning process through purposefully constructed experiences and coursework. Many successful teacher education programs begin their course of study in teaching with work on learning and development—hoping to start new teachers with a focus upon students and student learning from the beginning. Such courses require students very early on in their programs to observe children and to collect detailed information about their development and learning, as well as their learning contexts, thus bringing the child’s experience and learning into focus.

Often assessments of student learning and related analyses of curriculum and teaching are a trigger for this process of focusing on learning and its relation to teaching decisions. Lying close observations and discussions of children’s behavior and learning to analyses of teaching also allows novices to understand the relationship between curriculum plans and what children do. This helps them realize that their early concerns about control and classroom management will be as much addressed by their learning about effective planning and teaching as by their development of classroom rules or routines.

Finally, if teacher educators want novices to develop expertise in thinking and skills of enactment, they need to think about what the components of that skill set are, which understandings and skills are the foundation for others, and what experiences will be needed to help ensure that candidates can make progress toward the broader goals of the program. Just as in other kinds of cognitive apprenticeship, the processes of clarifying goals, articulating what the desired performance consists of and what it looks like, modeling and demonstrating scaffold, making thinking visible, and practice with coaching are essential. These processes need to be thought out across courses and clinical learning experiences, so that the overall curriculum for teacher education makes sense and adds up to readiness for teaching.

**Learning About Practice in Practice.** A key element for successful learning is the opportunity to apply what is being learned and refine it (National Research Council, 2000). Indeed, cognitive psychologists have found that “deliberate practice”—purposefully and critically rehearsing certain kinds of performances—is particularly important to the development of expertise (Ericsson and others, 1993). Whereas in the traditional undergraduate program, student teaching was often placed at the end of a program, as a kind of culminating experience, many programs are now entwining carefully designed clinical experiences early and throughout a program. Many teacher educators argue that student teachers see and understand both theory and practice differently if they are taking coursework concurrently with fieldwork. Research on the outcomes of teacher education efforts lends support to this idea that carefully constructed field experiences can enable new teachers to reinforce, apply, and synthesize concepts they are learning in their coursework (Denton, 1982; Denton and others, 1982; Henry, 1983; Ross and others, 1981; Baumgartner, Koerner, and Rust, 2002; Sunal, 1980).

It appears that novices who have some experience with teaching when they encounter coursework are more prepared to make sense of the ideas, theories, and concepts that are addressed in their academic work. For instance, in a study of 139 undergraduate teacher education students which compared those with thirty hours of field experiences (n = 61) and those who had no early field experiences (n = 78), Denton (1982) found that students with early field experiences performed significantly better in their methods courses than those without early field experience. The author concluded that early field experiences appear to increase learning and understanding about the principles of how to teach within a content area. It appears that when teachers have multiple opportunities to experience and study the relationship of theory with practice, their learning is enhanced.

It is not just the availability of classroom experience that enables teachers to apply what they are learning. Recent studies of learning to teach suggest that immersing teachers in the materials of practice and working on particular concepts using these materials has the potential to be particularly powerful for teachers’ learning (Ball and Cohen, 1999; Lampert and Ball, 1998). As we discuss in the following section, examples of student work, artifacts from the classroom, videotapes of teaching and learning in classrooms, and cases of teaching and learning enable them to relate their coursework to classrooms and children. Ball and Cohen (1999) have termed this kind of learning “learning from and in practice.” Although this notion emphasizes the importance of preserving...
is a product of the skillful integration of both inquiry and explanation. This kind of conceptual learning also appears to support the application or enactment of the concepts studied. Many studies from different lines of research on teacher learning provide examples of the importance of conceptual explanations about pedagogical approaches tied to direct opportunities for inquiry and application. In a number of experimental studies, teachers who have experienced targeted preservice preparation or professional development focused on effective teaching practices in specific content areas, including immediate opportunities to apply what they have learned, have produced student achievement gains that are significantly greater than those of comparison or control group teachers (Angquist and Lavy, 1998; Crawford and Stallings, 1978; Ehmeliger and Good, 1975; Good and Grouws, 1979; Lawrence and McCreath, 1988; Mason and Good, 1993).

One such study, aimed at improving classroom management strategies, randomly assigned experienced teachers to a group that received no training and one that received training in research-based classroom management strategies. The strategies were described in a text outlining the conceptual approach along with specific classroom-based approaches, and were taught with small-group problem-solving sessions based on classroom scenarios and supported by staff who could link the problems to concepts that had been studied. The training occurred in two sets of sessions about a month apart. The group that received the training demonstrated a sizeable increase in use of the management strategies and a significant decrease in student misbehavior coupled with an increase in student engagement and on-task behavior, whereas no changes occurred for the control group (Everton, Emmer, Sanford, and Cemoras, 1983). Experience alone had not taught teachers to enact these kinds of strategies.

Situating Learning in Productive Contexts

Finally, modern learning theory makes clear that expertise is developed within specific domains and learning is situated within specific contexts where it needs to be developed and from which it must be helped to transfer. Whereas programs of teacher education have sometimes focused on generic conceptions of knowledge and skill development, it now seems clear that, to be enacted, teachers’ learning should be developed in ways that derive from and connect to the content and students they teach. At the same time, teachers need to learn how
to evaluate how aspects of what they have learned in one context may apply to new contexts or problems they encounter.

**Teaching Content as Context.** Recent research in cognitive psychology suggests that expertise is developed within particular domains rather than generically. Because of this, current discussions of scope in teacher education now acknowledge the importance of content pedagogy (see, for example, Ball and Bass, 2000; Grossman and Shulman, 1995; Shulman, 1987). The importance and nature of content pedagogy have become better appreciated over time, especially as research on learning and teaching has focused within specific domains. This research suggests that much of what students learn about teaching is particular to different content areas: prospective teachers need opportunities to wrestle with and think about how students learn in a particular way. This ratio of mathe- matics or strategies for composing a persuasive essay in language arts. To help students understand the structure of the discipline, teachers need to examine what the key modes of inquiry and thinking are in the field and what key ideas are foundational in their field. To plan curriculum and address learning problems, they need to understand the common challenges and misconceptions learners often face in learning their subject.

There have also been a series of studies that suggest that professional development focused upon how students learn specific content within subject matter areas is helpful for teachers, particularly if the instruction is focused upon assisting students toward deeper conceptual understandings (Cohen and Hill, 2000; Desimone and others, 2002; Fennema and others, 1996; Ma, 1999). For instance, Cohen and Hill’s study (2000), which included 595 California elementary school teachers, found that teachers who had opportunities to learn about particular mathematics curriculum in specific topic areas, and who worked together on teaching strategies for implementing this content, reported significant changes in their practice. They also found that these changes were associated with stronger student achievement.

**Learning in Professional Communities.** Research suggests that professional communities in which teachers share understandings about the nature of good teaching and work together to enact them provide particularly conducive settings for learning to teach. For example, in Desimone’s previously cited study of teachers’ learning, she and her colleagues (2002) found that a number of different elements in teachers’ learning experiences had cumulative effects on changing teachers’ practices. Not only did a focus on particular teaching practices—in this case, technology use, use of higher-order instructional methods, and alternative student assessments—increase teachers’ use of those practices in their classrooms, the use of active learning strategies during professional development for teachers also increased use of the practices. The effects on practice were stronger when teachers from a school, grade level, or department participated as a group and when the strategy was consistent with other practices in the teachers’ classroom or school, thus suggesting the importance of a coherent approach to learning to teach and the potential power of communities of practice.

The effects of working within a community of practice on specific teaching strategies were noted in other studies we have reviewed (for example, Cohen and Hill, 2000; Everson and others, 1983). In addition, emerging research suggests that opportunities to engage in “lesson study,” where groups of teachers are engaged in joint observation, analysis, and evaluation of lessons, may have particular promise as a learning environment in which teachers engage in learning with their peers (Ferrand, 2002; Lewis and Tsuchida, 1998; Stigler and Hiebert, 1999).

Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993; see also Cochran-Smith, 1991) have emphasized the role of communities of inquiry can play in preservice teacher learning. In their description of Program START, a five-year program in elementary education at the University of Pennsylvania, they explain that the intention of the program is to invite student teachers into a group of teachers who are participating in “a community of school-based and university-based learners, and essentially a way of life as teachers, by emphasizing reform and inquiry across the professional lifespan” (pp. 65, 68). Rather than acting as “experts” to be imitated, cooperating teachers’ roles are to help initiate new teachers into the experience of framing questions and engaging in inquiry into questions of teaching, learning, and schooling. Documentation of graduates’ thinking and practices suggests that they learn both dispositions and strategies that carry forward from this experience.

The role of inquiry is viewed as critical where the goal of teacher education is a lifelong ability to learn from teaching, rather than a more contained image of learning for teaching that is expected to be complete within a short span of time. As Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993) argue: “Learning from teaching ought to be regarded as the primary task of teacher education across the professional life span. By ‘learning from teaching’ we mean that inquiry ought to be regarded as an integral part of the activity of teaching and . . . classrooms and schools ought to be treated as research sites” (pp. 63–64).

In sum, contemporary research suggests that learning about teaching develops through participation in a community of learners where content is encountered in contexts in which it can be applied. Emerging evidence suggests that teachers benefit from participating in the culture of teaching—by working with the materials and tools of teaching practice; examining teaching plans and student learning while immersed in theory about learning, development, and subject matter. They also benefit from participating in practice as they observe teaching, work closely with experienced teachers, and work with students to use what they are learning. And this learning is strengthened when it is
embedded within a broad community of practitioners—experienced teachers, other student teachers, teacher educators, and students, so that they can gain access to the experiences, practices, theories, and knowledge of the profession. Some programs have graduates who report significantly higher feelings of preparedness than their peers and are more highly rated by employers, who say they seek out these candidates because they are more effective in the classroom from their very first days of teaching. A recent study of seven such programs found common features among a group of large and small programs located in both public and private colleges and universities. These features include:

- A shared vision of good teaching that is consistent in courses and clinical work;
- Well-defined standards of practice and performance that are used to guide the design and assessment of coursework and clinical work;
- A common core curriculum grounded in substantial knowledge of development, learning, and subject matter pedagogy, taught in the context of practice;
- Extended clinical experiences (at least thirty weeks) that reflect the program's vision of good teaching, are interwoven with coursework, and are carefully mentored;
- Strong relationships, based on common knowledge and beliefs, between universities and reform-minded schools; and
- Extensive use of case study methods, teacher research, performance assessments, and portfolio examinations that relate teachers' learning to classroom practice (Darling-Hammond, 1999).

The same kinds of program features and pedagogical tools are noted in other studies of strong programs (see, for example, Cabello and others, 1995; Graber, 1996) that have documented outcomes on candidates' preparedness and performance.

**PEDAGOGIES FOR PREPARING TEACHERS:**
**EMERGING RESPONSES TO THE PROBLEMS OF LEARNING TO TEACH**

Although research on the pedagogies of teacher education is still in the very early stages of development (Grossman, in press), researchers are beginning to notice some evidence about particular practices that seem to help teachers develop the visions, understandings, practices, and dispositions for teaching we have discussed. In addition to the usual tools of education—carefully chosen reading and materials, well-crafted lectures, and descriptions or demonstrations of particular strategies—a number of pedagogies have emerged in response to the perennial problems of learning to teach, such as overcoming the apprenticeship of observation, supporting commitment, and managing the complexity of teaching. Many have been developed explicitly to aid in the professional problem of helping novices connect theory to practice, focusing upon learning in practice with the aid of both direct instruction and inquiry. This learning is increasingly lodged within communities of practice—cohorts of student teachers who learn together as well as placements with veteran colleagues within professional development schools and other collegial work settings. These communities are used as supports for learning and problem solving. Finally, some of these pedagogies appear to be especially useful for developing adaptive expertise.

None of these pedagogies is a silver bullet; each has particular strengths and limitations, and all can be implemented well or poorly and, in the execution, differentially capture key elements that are needed to make them productive. As Grossman (in press) notes, the utility teacher educators might attach to different approaches depends on how they view the goals of teaching:

The plethora of pedagogies used in teacher education reflects, in part, the different conceptions of teaching practice that exist. Teaching has been described as a set of techniques or behaviors, as a form of clinical decision-making, as a cognitive apprenticeship based in disciplinary understanding, as a therapeutic relationship, and as a process of continuing inquiry. Each of these views of the nature of practice might lead to a different form of pedagogy in professional education. Training models such as micro-teaching, for example, are closely linked to the technical view of teaching, in which teachers are trained in the discrete skills of teaching. Case methods have been advocated to develop teachers' capacities to make informed decisions in the face of uncertainty, while others advocate the use of teacher research to prepare teachers to adopt an inquiry-stance into their teaching.

In their work on models of teaching, Joyce and Weil (2003) have noted that different approaches to teaching are associated with different models of and goals for learning: for example, information processing, social learning, personal development, or behavioral training. From this perspective, teachers can learn to choose strategies in relation to their objectives, drawing from multiple models as they balance the many goals they hold for student learning and development. Although there is quite a bit of evidence that different goals for students are best pursued through distinctive strategies, the pedagogies we discuss here are in many cases useful across different models of teaching, although the content of what is modeled, analyzed, evaluated, or attempted would change from one approach to another.
We begin with clinical experiences, including *student teaching*, as a signature pedagogy that is increasingly tied to coursework throughout the entire experience and forms the spine of most strong programs. Strategies like student teaching and its laboratory counterpart, *microteaching*, were developed to deal with the problem of enactment. We also address new ways to represent practice that include structured *performance assessments and portfolios* demonstrating particular abilities. In particular, we discuss the *kinds of portfolios* that ask teachers to demonstrate their practice and represent it through videotapes, commentaries, and artifacts, such as those created as part of the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards, some states' licensing portfolios, and the preservice Performance Assessment for California Teachers (PACT). These performance assessments are even more systematic than student teaching in terms of what teachers are supposed to learn. Indeed, they introduce certain practices that must be demonstrated, and these practices are evaluated against standards. These assessments add analytic expectations for students' learning. They must learn to make sense of practice and learn from it, with a particular focus on understanding how their teaching decisions have enabled or undermined student learning.

We then turn to another way to examine one's own and others' practices and to connect theory and practice, through analyses of *teaching and learning* and *case methods*, which seek to make the process of student teaching more purposefully analytic and coursework more practice-based. Case methods are one way to analyze teaching and learning that deals explicitly with the problem of theory-practice connections. There are also other tools for analyzing teaching and learning that include videotapes and multimedia platforms (sometimes these are video "cases," sometimes demonstrations of particular techniques, sometimes sites for broader inquiry) and structured examinations of student work. The notion of "common texts" for studying teaching ties these together.

Another kind of text or narrative is the *autobiography*, used as a tool to confront the "apprenticeship of observation," to bring insights to one's own motivations and experiences, to learn from reflecting on experience, and to learn from others by sharing experiences. As discussed in Chapter Seven, *Teaching Diverse Learners*, this kind of experience can help teachers recognize that people learn differently and that many have had different learning experiences than they have, thus broadening their perspectives.

And finally, whereas autobiographies and cases typically look backward, we address *practitioner inquiry* that looks forward. It allows teachers to use these analytic tools to pose new questions that guide their current and future practice and that enable them to take a larger view, even beyond the classroom. Inquiry approaches deal with the problems of enactment (action), theory-practice connections (research), and personal experience or apprenticeship in one's own classroom. In each of the following sections, we briefly describe the pedagogy and its rationale, relevant research findings, and key features of the pedagogy that seem important in supporting student teachers' learning.

**Construction of Clinical Experiences**

Perhaps the most pervasive pedagogy in teacher education is that of supervised *student teaching*, which has long been acknowledged as having a profound impact on student teachers. Many teachers have claimed that the most important elements in their professional education were the school experiences found in student teaching (Guyton and McIntyre, 1990). Yet at the same time, current conceptions of the purposes of student teaching, what it should encompass, and how it should be constructed, differ markedly from institution to institution. Typically, the ideal has been a placement in which student teachers are supported by purposeful coaching from an expert cooperating teacher in the same teaching field who offers modeling, explaining, frequent feedback, repeated opportunities to practice, and reflection upon practice while the student teacher gradually takes on more responsibility.

However, the actual experience of student teaching is highly variable both within and across programs, depending on how cooperating teachers are recruited, whether and how the process is guided, and what the expectations are for performance by both the novice and cooperating teacher. The experience can range from the most passive version of student teaching in which the prospective teacher sits in the back of a classroom and simply observes and, perhaps, grades papers, to a kind of "trial by fire" in which the student teacher takes over a more experienced teacher's classroom immediately and teaches alone, sometimes with little coaching, explaining, or conceptual framework to guide what he or she does in the classroom. The practices of cooperating teachers may reflect the program's goals and contemporary research on learning and teaching to widely varying degrees.

Some internship models that aim for prospective teachers to become teachers of record fairly quickly are designed to offer and build on student teaching experiences, whereas others replace student teaching with independent teaching, usually with the expectation of close mentoring. Like the variability noted in student teaching, the mentoring intended for internship models has been found to materialize to varying degrees, sometimes intense and other times erratic, sometimes by teachers in the same field and other times not, sometimes with the opportunity of some modeling and demonstration and other times without novices having the chance to see modeled what they are trying to create in practice, with differing outcomes for candidate performance (Shields and others, 2001; California State University, 2003).

Very different practices arise out of different conceptions and traditions, which frequently are unexamined. Programs have different ideas about what clinical experiences ought to accomplish, when and where they should occur, etc.
and over what period of time, whether and how they should relate to coursework, and how many different settings a given student teacher should experience. Different strategies bring with them different benefits and limitations. For example, having multiple different settings for practice teaching may allow student teachers to more explicitly consider what kinds of generalizations can and cannot be made across settings and how contexts make a difference in the choice of strategies and how to use them. At the same time, multiple short placements reduce the opportunities to deeply understand a group of students and a kind of practice, and may make it difficult for student teachers to learn how what came before influences what is happening now in the classroom. Shorter placements also place burdens on schools without the compensating benefits of the contribution a more seasoned student teacher (for example, one who spends an entire semester or year) can make, thus making it more difficult to maintain strong partnerships for practicum placements.

There is no one right answer to these trade-offs, and there are many ways of resolving them appropriately. Whatever the design of student teaching chosen, it is important that prospective teachers’ clinical experiences are constructed with careful consideration of what the experience should be like and why. For instance, decisions to design a program that will place students in more than one student teaching setting should take into account both the benefits (experiences with different students; exposures to a variety of approaches to teaching; opportunities for observing multiple models of good practice) and the downsides (student teachers cannot stay long enough to get to know the children well; to work through a whole cycle of practice; or to see the beginning and end of the learning cycle of a group of learners), so that the program can optimize the experiences offered.

Factors Influencing the Success of Student Teaching. Theories of learning can inform decisions about how to construct clinical experiences for teachers. Some features of effective apprenticeships include the importance of clarity about the goals of the experience, including the performance and practices to be developed; modeling of good practices by more expert teachers in which teachers make their thinking visible; frequent opportunities for practice with continuous formative feedback and coaching; multiple opportunities to relate classroom work to university coursework; graduate responsibility for all aspects of classroom teach; and structured opportunities to reflect (Collins, Brown, and Holam, 1991). Use of these principles may help address some of the challenges inherent in the apprenticeship of observation by making expert teachers’ work and thinking more “visible” to novices, while also providing multiple opportunities for novices to practice, get feedback, and gain more responsibility as they continue to develop expertise themselves.

There is some evidence that both the amount and timing of student teaching affect outcomes. While the “length of field placement” has often meant “lengthening the time spent in a classroom,” this definition may not be adequate to capture how much instruction and practice occurs during the placement. For some programs, it may be more important to consider whether and how much instruction occurs over the course of the placement. In some programs, for example, students may receive intensive instruction at the beginning of the placement, followed by more practice before receiving further feedback and instruction. This approach may be more effective in helping students develop the skills and knowledge necessary for successful teaching.
or adults, so it appears that teachers learn more when supported by expert practitioners. There are a series of studies that suggest that powerful learning does not usually occur from letting a teacher "sink or swim" in their practitioner experience (Feiman-Nemser and Buchmann, 1985; Britzman, 1991) but that guidance and mentorship as well as peer support are important for novices to receive the modelling, coaching, and feedback they need (Rodriguez and Sjostrom, 1995; Sparks, 1986). Novices often attach to the important role that school and university supervisors play in the teaching and learning of practice, although there is little systematic research on exactly what the most effective supervisors do. The following example provides some suggestive insights from one successful mentor's experience in helping support student teachers' developing practice, and thinking about practice.

Strategic Mentoring Practices

Feiman-Nemser (2001b) examined the practice of an exemplary supervisor, Pete Frazer, and found several key strategies that characterized his work. Frazer described his role as balancing the tension between student teachers' personal expression and maintaining a sense of professional accountability that comes from understanding good practice, and he discussed several strategies:

- "Finding openings"—noticing fruitful topics that are not obvious to a novice teacher but that lead to key issues that all teachers need to think about.
- "Pinpointing problems"—helping student teachers develop language to frame and articulate problems in practice so they can get help and support. He also helps them understand the relationship between the typical problems of novices (discipline and management) and curriculum and instruction—for instance, how discipline problems can actually arise when tasks are unclear or directions to children are inadequate.
- "Probing novice thinking" involves asking student teachers to carefully articulate their rationales and thinking. In doing this, Frazer helps novices develop an analytic stance and more precise language, so that they can explain themselves to others as well as inquire into their own practice.

Other strategies include the supervisor's effort to recognize signs of growth on the part of the student teachers and to keep focused upon the students in the teachers' classrooms, to direct discussion to students and their learning.

Sources of coaching and feedback can come from supervisors, teacher education instructors, cooperating teachers, other veteran teachers, and even fellow candidates. The availability of modeling is extremely important. For example, Rodriguez and Sjostrom (1995) found that the presence of experienced teachers who could model multicultural pedagogy was a central factor in whether new teachers enacted such pedagogy for themselves in their own classrooms. Another study found that training in a set of teaching techniques followed by peer coaching and observation was even more effective in producing changes in practice than was training alone (Sparks, 1986). This work is consistent with findings from sociocultural theory suggesting that learning from peers who provide feedback can be valuable (Vygotsky, 1978).

The integration of the student teaching experience within the institution also matters with respect to the issues of coherence. Student teaching placements that are consistent with a program's vision of teaching are more powerful learning sites, as are those where there is shared understanding among student teachers, cooperating teachers, and university supervisors about the purposes and activities of the student teaching placement (Koerner, Rust, and Baumgarner, 2002; LaBoskey and Richert, 2002). This shared understanding can be encouraged not only through the traditional means of contact and collaboration but also through on-line technologies that provide examples of teaching artifacts and videotapes of classroom, feedback and coaching from school- and university-based faculty, and opportunities for joint inquiry. (See "Technological Innovations to Support Coaching and School–University Connections.")

Technological Innovations to Support Coaching and School–University Connections

The Teaching Tele-Apprenticeship Program (TTP) uses e-mail to go beyond the typical face-to-face apprenticeship model (Thomas, Larson, Gilt, and Levin, 1996). The program offers preservice teachers an on-line network consisting of university faculty, supervisors, and mentor teachers. Preservice teachers use the network to receive timely responses to their questions and to engage in extended discussions around issues related to teaching and learning. TTP's goal is to use networking to create an interinstitutional context for teacher learning. The Inquiry Learning Forum (ILF) also aims to support communication among these different professionals, providing a variety of contexts in which participants can share ideas (Barab and others, 2001).

ILF is developed around the metaphor of a school in which users enter different "rooms" to engage in activities. In the "library", for instance, participants can access lesson plans and unit materials. They can also visit "classrooms" to view video excerpts of lessons from teachers who have chosen to make these materials available to others. In the "lounge," participants take part in discussions concerning inquiry-based teaching strategies. Research on ILF has shown it to be a productive environment for developing communities of learners and for bridging the worlds of the university and the classroom (Barnett, Hanwood, Keating, and Saam, 2002).

Source: Gomez, Sherin, Gielow, and Finn (2005).

Indeed, research has indicated that school placements that are not aligned in significant ways with the philosophy and practice of the teacher education program can be problematic for the student teacher, the cooperating teacher, and university faculty. For example, some research has documented how even teachers who already have some teaching experience, have strong content knowledge, and felt strongly about the teaching vision of the program have trouble
with placements that are not consistent with the program and are often unable to apply what they are learning (LaBoskey and Richert, 2002). Similarly, in a study of student teachers in a field-based teacher education program (in which students spend four of five quarters in teaching placements), Goodman (1998) found that despite the program’s emphasis on diversity, if student teachers did not experience a similar emphasis in their teaching settings they were unable to overcome their lay assumptions about knowledge, learning, and children. Feiman-Nemser and Buchmann (1985) have termed this disjuncture the new-words pitfall. Student teachers, already in a difficult position of little authority and status in the classroom, cannot easily overcome the disconnect between the ideas about teaching and learning espoused in their program and those they encounter in the classroom—leaving them feeling confused, guilty, and discouraged about their ability to be successful teachers. Furthermore, negative examples—that is, placements in which student teachers are encouraged not to teach in the ways that their cooperating teacher does—appear not only to be ineffective, but they may actually interrupt student teachers’ learning (Knowles and Hoeffer, 1989; LaBoskey and Richert, 2002).

These studies suggest that consistency and coherence are important in learning in a community: learning to teach with faculty and peers who are all providing reinforcing messages about the nature of teaching, learning, and students provides a particularly strong experience of learning.

**Professional Development Schools.** One strategy that purposefully seeks to construct communities of practice and a greater degree of coherence between university coursework and student teaching experiences is the professional development school (PDS), a descendant of the laboratory schools of the early twentieth century. The intentions for such schools are consistent with learning theory that emphasizes inquiry about practice in learning communities. In these sites, new teachers learn to teach alongside more experienced teachers who plan and work together, and university- and school-based faculty work collaboratively to design and implement learning experiences for new and experienced teachers, as well as for students (Holmes Group, 1990). Ideally, the university program and the school develop a shared conception of good teaching that informs their joint work. Developing sites where state-of-the-art practice is possible has been one of the difficulties in constructing clinical experiences for prospective teachers: quite often if novices are to see and emulate high-quality practice, especially in schools serving low-income students and students of color, it is necessary not only to seek out individual cooperating teachers but to develop the quality of the schools where prospective teachers can learn productively and to create settings where advances in knowledge and practice can occur. Thus PDSs aim to develop school practice as well as the individual practice of new teacher candidates.

Key features of professional development school models include more extensive experience within the school for prospective teachers, more frequent and sustained supervision and feedback, more collective planning and decision making among teachers at the school, as well as among school- and university-based faculty, and participation in research and inquiry about teaching and teacher education by novices, veteran teachers, and university faculty (Abdal-Haqq, 1998, pp. 13-14; Darling-Hammond, 1994). These features were found to be present in most of a group of “highly-developed” PDSs (Trachten, 1996).

In addition, novices in these schools had a schoolwide, rather than just an individual classroom, experience and worked with school teams on such tasks as curriculum development, school reform, and action research. In most of these sites, university faculty were teaching courses and organizing professional development at the school site and were also involved in teaching children.

As of 1998, the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education estimated that there were more than 1,000 professional schools in forty-seven states in operation across the country (Abdal-Haqq, 1998). However, like all reform ideas, the ideals of professional development schools have been unevenly implemented, and many sites that have adopted the label have not created the strong relationships or adopted the set of practices anticipated for such schools (Fullan, 1995; Mantle, Bromley, 2002). Thus there are competing findings about whether teachers trained in schools with this label are better prepared (see, for example, Ridley, Carlisle, and Hurwitz, 2000). However, where the difficult work of creating a learning climate where these practices has been accomplished, there is evidence of positive consequences for teacher preparation, veteran teacher learning, teaching practice, and student learning.

In terms of preparation, studies of highly developed PDSs have suggested that teachers who graduate from such programs feel more knowledgeable and prepared to teach (Gettys, 1999; Sandholtz and Dodziuk, 2000; Stallings, Bossung, and Martin, 1990; Verian and Grossman, 1997). For instance, Verian and Grossman (1997) compared three cohorts (thirty candidates) who learned to teach in a middle-level PDS program with forty candidates who had been in a traditional teacher education program. Surveys and interviews suggested that graduates of the PDS program felt more knowledgeable about early adolescents; more prepared to teach at the middle level; and better able to make connections between ideas in coursework and their clinical experiences. In contrast, graduates from the traditional program felt significantly less sure of their ability to support student learning by using different teaching strategies.

Similarly, in a longitudinal study of four cohorts of graduates from a PDS-based program at the University of California–Riverside, Sandholtz and Dodziuk (2000) found that graduates of the PDS program rated their preparation for teaching and their sense of self-efficacy higher than graduates of traditional teacher preparation programs in the area. In a follow-up study based upon
interviews with graduates of the PDS program where she worked, Freese (1999) found that the graduates felt that learning about reflective practice alongside experienced teachers and close collegial relationships with teachers and faculty were factors that helped them implement that reflective practice in their own teaching.

There are only a few studies that have tried to evaluate outcomes of PDS participation for teaching practice and student achievement, but these few are promising. In studies polling employers and supervisors, PDS graduates were viewed as much better prepared than other new teachers (Hayes and Weatherill, 1996; Mantle-Bromley, 2002). Veteran teachers working in highly developed PDSs have reported changes in their own practice and improvements at both the classroom and school levels as a result of the professional development, action research, and mentoring that are part of the PDS (Trachtman, 1996; Crow, Stokes, Kaushak, Hobbs, and Bullough, 1996; Houston Consortium, 1996; Jeff-Simpson, Pugach, and Whipp, 1992).

Although research is still limited on the relationship between teachers' experiences in PDSs and the impact on their teaching practice (Zeichner, Miller, and Lieberman, 1997), recent studies suggest some of the promise of programs that embed learning in communities of practice. Comparison group studies have found that PDS-prepared teachers have been rated stronger in various areas of teaching, ranging from classroom management and use of technology to content area skills (Gill and Hove, 1999; Neubert and Binko, 1998; Shrayer, Wright, and Ramey-Gassett, 1996).

A small set of studies has documented gains in student performance and achievement tied directly to curriculum and teaching interventions resulting from the professional development and curriculum work professional development schools have undertaken with their university partners (see, for example, Frey, 2002; Gill and Hove, 1999; Glaesser, Karge, Smith, and Weatherill, 2002; Fischetti and Larson, 2002; Houston and others, 1995; Judge, Carriedo, and Johnson, 1995; Wiseman and Cooner, 1996). In a study of a group of PDS sites associated with a midwestern university, not all of them implemented the same kinds of PDS work and not all experienced achievement gains: those that experienced student achievement gains were the ones that implemented high quality professional development efforts at the site (Marchant, 2002).

Although research has also demonstrated how difficult these partnerships are to enact, many schools of education and some districts are moving toward preparing all of their prospective teachers in such settings, both because they allow prospective teachers to learn to teach in professional learning communities—and this concern can be addressed more consistently and systematically through PDS partnerships—and because such work is a key to changing school cultures so that they become more productive environments for the learning of all students and teachers (Abdal-Haqq, 1998).

Some universities have sought to create PDS relationships in schools that are working explicitly on an equity agenda, either in new schools designed to provide more equitable access to high-quality curriculum for diverse learners or in schools where faculty are actively confronting issues of tracking, poor teaching, inadequate or fragmented curriculum, and unresponsive systems (see, for example, Darling-Hammond, 1994; Darling-Hammond, French, and Garcia-Lopez, 2002; Guadarrama, Ramsey, and Nath, 2002). In these schools, student teachers or interns are encouraged to learn about and participate in all aspects of school functioning, ranging from special education and support services for students, to parent meetings, home visits, and community outreach, to faculty discussions and projects aimed at ongoing improvement in students' opportunities to learn. This kind of participation helps prospective teachers understand the broader institutional context for teaching and learning and begin to develop the knowledge and skills needed for effective participation in collegial work around school improvement throughout their careers.

Learning in Community Settings. Some teacher educators also point out that learning in a community of practice may actually involve multiple communities, including the local community in which students and their families live. As we describe in Chapter Seven, Teaching Diverse Learners, a number of teacher education programs have incorporated community-based internships or placements in non-school organizations to help prospective teachers gain new perspectives on local communities and an appreciation for the lives of students they will encounter in their classrooms. These kinds of placements provide important opportunities beyond those that student teaching provides for preparing all teachers to work with students who come from a variety of diverse backgrounds. As Gallego (2001) notes: "Though teacher education students may indeed be placed in schools with large, culturally diverse student populations, many of these schools are isolated from and not responsive to their local communities and therefore do not provide the kind of contact with communities needed to overcome negative attitudes toward culturally different students and their families and communities (Zeichner, 1992). Indeed, without connections between the classroom, school, and local communities, classroom field experiences may work to strengthen preservice teachers' stereotypes of children, rather than stimulate their examination (Cochran-Smith, 1995; Haberman and Post, 1992, and ultimately compromise teachers' effectiveness in the classroom (Zeichner, 1996)." (p. 314).

Studies of experiential community-based learning opportunities for prospective teachers have noted that they can develop positive dispositions and attitudes toward children and families that carry over to teaching. For example, Stachowski and Mahan (1998) surveyed 109 participants in cultural immersion projects—the American Indian Reservation project and the Overseas Project—and found that
those involved gained important insights about teaching and diverse cultures, including that community people can be sources of cultural knowledge and learning, an aspect of what Luis Moll and colleagues (1992) have described as "funds of knowledge." Bondy and Davis (2000) studied prospective teachers who tutored youth living in a local public housing neighborhood and found that these experiences challenged teachers to use forms of caring to help them develop relationships with children different from themselves. Similarly, Boyle-Baise (1998) found that, as a result of service-learning experiences, teachers expressed a willingness to adapt curriculum and instruction to meet students' needs or interests. A survey of 136 preservice teachers who participated in a service-learning project in human service agencies as part of a course in the teacher education program at the University of Nebraska–Kearney, found significant attitudinal growth in the areas of caring, empathy, willingness to serve others, and higher expectations for students (Potthoff and others, 2000).

As a group these studies suggest that clinical experiences in community settings may be valuable in the preparation of teachers to work with students from diverse backgrounds. The results of some studies caution, however, that experienced guidance is a critical element to ensuring that such forays can support learning. Without such guidance, experiences in communities different from one's own may actually reinforce stereotypical assumptions and beliefs about diverse children (Boyle-Baise, 1998; Dueusterberg, 1998). As Dewey (1938) argued, "The belief that all genuine education comes about through experience does not mean that all experiences are genuinely or equally educative.

Experience and education cannot be directly equated to each other. For some experiences are miseducative" (p. 25). Seminars and readings, along with regular reflections that occasion feedback from a thoughtful guide, can help community experiences genuinely educative so that they expand rather than restrict novices' notions of what is possible in teaching diverse learners.

Gallego (2001) details another strategy with potential for occasioning useful insights about students and how they might be taught. In a program that coupled a community-based experience (in an after-school literacy development program) with a school-based practicum, candidates were given the opportunity to compare and contrast what they learned about their students and the possibilities and constraints of different settings for supporting students' growth. These contrasts, considered in reflections and discussion sessions, offered not only insights into students' capabilities and their learning contexts, but also provoked new ways of thinking about teaching strategies in both settings, strengthening teachers' repertoires in the process.

Some programs involve prospective teachers in school and community studies to help them understand the contexts for student learning and become more prepared to work both as culturally responsive teachers and change agents in those contexts. Strategies include mini-ethnographies focused around specific curriculum connections between aspects of the community life and school (see, for example, Sleeter, 1995; Tellez and others, 1994; Moll and others, 1992), community interviews (Stachowski and Mahan, 1998), and studies that illuminate inequalities in various services available to socioeconomically different communities (see, for example, Martin, 1995) or in the school resources allocated to different students (Darling-Hammond, French, and Garcia-Lopez, 2002).

Cochran-Smith (1998) outlines an approach to school and community studies that involves teams of prospective teachers in gathering information about the school and community in which they are working (through statistical reports, photographs, community newspapers, visits to community centers, back-to-school nights, parent-teacher meetings, and interviews of school personnel, students, parents, and community members), which they pool to provide an overview of the school and community that is presented to others in the teacher education course. This helps them become cognizant of the different perspectives of members of the community, differences between and among schools and communities, and issues surrounding the relationships among schools and communities. With this broader view of the contexts of education, teachers can become more ready to think about the ways in which community contexts and school decisions influence students' opportunities and their own roles.

Performance Assessment Strategies

Although clinical experiences provide the opportunity for practice, they are often rather haphazard opportunities that may not ensure either the occasion to encounter certain kinds of teaching problems or the means to develop and demonstrate particular skills. More structured performance tasks can be used to afford these opportunities and provide another way to deal with the problem of assessment by enabling student teachers to demonstrate certain practices and analyze them (along with their effects).

An early attempt to create such targeted opportunities was the practice of microteaching. More recent attempts to create contexts for developing important skills have evolved under the banner of performance assessments and the related practice of developing portfolios that require the demonstration of certain practices and the analysis of those practices and their effects. These strategies operate at different "grain sizes" with respect to the elements of teaching to be worked out, demonstrated, practiced, and analyzed. For example, in the case of microteaching, the skills are typically quite specific and discrete (for example, using a specific style of questioning), whereas in the case of performance tasks, they are typically more multifaceted (for example, developing a lesson plan or giving a lecture that requires an understanding of a number of features of content pedagogy). Portfolios are even more comprehensive, integrating knowledge and skills across the multiple domains of teaching (for example, planning, teaching, assessing, evaluating student work, reflecting, and adapting plans in response to these findings). Through portfolios, teacher educators aim to help teacher
candidates analyze and evaluate materials from their own teaching; they can also assist prospective teachers in collecting such materials in ways that provide greater depth and flexibility.

**Microteaching.** Microteaching was launched in the 1960s to help novices focus their attention on learning teaching skills on discrete areas to be tackled one at a time. It was thought that permits greater concentration and reduces anxiety for novices. As Gage (1978) described it: “Microteaching is scaled-down teaching—teaching conducted for only five or ten minutes at a time, with only five or ten students, and focused on only one or a few aspects of the teacher’s role. The teacher tries, say, reinforcing participation or making an assignment, rather than undertaking the whole of what a teacher does, in all of its multifaceted complexity, with a class of 30 for a whole period of instruction” (p. 47).

Microteaching was frequently conducted with teacher education peers and sometimes with K-12 students in lab settings or classrooms. It often included modeling of practices to be learned, opportunities to plan and teach a brief lesson using these practices, videotaping, and feedback, and sometimes, additional practice. A number of studies found that microteaching led to an increase in candidates’ ability to demonstrate the desired behaviors or practice in the microteaching sessions, although the literature also includes some counterexamples, which are sometimes explained by the particular microteaching model or type of feedback attempted (see reviews by Copeland, 1982; MacLeod, 1987). There is some modest evidence about effects on student achievement. For example, in one recent study where microteaching produced greater implementation of teaching behaviors associated with instructional clarity, the students taught scored higher on end-of-term tests (Metcalf, 1989). The few studies that have evaluated whether teachers were able to transfer microteaching practices to real classroom settings and call upon them successfully in the context of other activities have produced mixed results. (See, for example, Harris, Lee, and Pigge, 1970, for evidence of successful transfer of skills developed in microteaching to an elementary science classroom lesson, and Andersen and Antes, 1971, for evidence suggesting little correlation between microteaching and classroom management skills aimed at creating a positive environment for culturally diverse children and later classroom performance as a teaching intern.) Sounding a theme that echoes throughout the microteaching literature, Andersen and Antes (1971) noted that, in their study, prospective teachers rated the opportunity to teach and receive feedback as strengths of microteaching, but the “artificial situation” afforded by microteaching as a weakness. In explaining the lack of correlation between microteaching evaluations and later teaching evaluations, the authors commented:

Microteaching is a technique that focuses on a single aspect of teaching for a limited time with a small number of learners. In the classroom, the interns were called upon to use the whole complex of skills and techniques necessary in this type of situation. Therefore, the outcomes may not stem from the lack of value of microteaching, but from the differences between the two situations. These differences lay in the number of people and the amount of time involved, and in the dissimilarity between the ability to practice on skills effectively under controlled conditions and the ability to practice a whole complex of skills in a variable situation. In this study the difficulty lay not in microteaching, but in the limited value it seemed to have for the general act of teaching. (pp. 148-149)

The complexity of teaching may be one aspect of the transfer difficulty for strategies like microteaching. Efforts to secure some of the benefits of microteaching while reducing the artificiality of the task have led to broader kinds of performance assessments, described in the following section.

Another important factor may be the extent to which students develop an analytic framework for what they are trying to accomplish that is available to them when they are trying to apply strategies in action. A number of studies have examined alternatives to microteaching that are more cognitive than behavioral in nature (see Gage, 1978, pp. 48-52). One intriguing study compared microteaching to cognitive discrimination training. Using a random assignment experimental design, Wagner (1973) examined the teaching performance of college students who had been given a brief explanation of student-centered questioning techniques and then asked to use them in microteaching, as compared to another group given the same explanation followed by discrimination training in which they were asked to watch videotapes of teachers and code the teachers’ responses, with explanations integrated into the coding process. A third group received the brief explanation of the teaching goal and taught without the benefit of either discrimination training or microteaching (which provided a review of one’s own videotape with feedback between teaching attempts). Contrary to the conventional wisdom that emphasizes the importance of practice, the students who were given stronger conceptual preparation and discrimination training, which also included models of practice that could be analyzed, actually performed significantly better when it was their turn to demonstrate these questioning techniques than the students who had had the opportunity to try the techniques twice through microteaching with videotaping and feedback. The microteaching group, which lacked both models and the opportunity to gain a deeper conceptual understanding of the behavior they were trying to develop, performed no differently from the control group.

This early study provided an indication that close analyses of other teachers’ practices can be a potentially productive learning opportunity for teachers seeking to develop specific pedagogical skills. As we discuss later, there are a number of recent efforts to create opportunities for such close analyses of teaching and, increasingly, of learning as well.
Performance Tasks. Many teacher education programs have developed specific performance tasks they require of students (for example, planning and delivering a lesson, delivering a lecture, conducting a Socratic seminar, completing and teaching a curriculum unit) around which they organize coursework and practice opportunities. In addition, assessments for teacher licensing and certification have begun to incorporate performance elements that require teachers to complete specific tasks; for example, to perform and videotape specific tasks in the classroom (for example, conduct a whole group discussion about a work of literature), write a commentary and reflection, and, in some cases, provide evidence about student work and learning.

Performance tasks are often structured as public exhibitions of knowledge and practice that are measured against shared, public criteria, with opportunities for feedback. One of the most highly developed systems of performance assessment was created at Alverno College, which uses frequent exhibitions of performance, benchmarked against standards, as the foundation for much of its work. The tasks, which are designed to measure eight general education abilities (expected of all students in the college) and five advanced education abilities (specific to teacher education students), require candidates to apply their knowledge and skills in realistic contexts. From their very first day at Alverno when they make a videotape of themselves giving a short speech to their peers (a task which will be repeated and reevaluated later) to a much later assessment in which a group is evaluated while they collaboratively plan a lesson together, students are constantly assessed in relation to these abilities (Zeichner, 2000).

Virtually every assignment and assessment begins with reference to the criteria for the performance being developed and ends with an opportunity for candidates to evaluate their own work. The end result, as judged by cooperating teachers, college supervisors, employing principals, and candidate assessments of their preparation, is a set of graduates who are highly self-reflectedly and practically well prepared for sophisticated practice in the classroom (Zeichner, 2000).

In addition to specific acts of teaching, performance tasks can evaluate planning skills, such as the development of lessons or units in light of key ideas about instructional design (as discussed in Chapters Five and Eight). These kinds of planning activities can also engage student teachers in designing, choosing, implementing, and analyzing formative and summative assessments of student learning, and can evaluate how candidates revise their teaching in light of what they discover about student learning—the kinds of teaching skills that go far beyond the demonstration of specific classroom behaviors that characterized early performance assessments, such as microteaching.

As with other strategies, the benefits of performance assessments are not automatic. They depend on choosing tasks that represent important skills and abilities and on integrating such assessments into a well-developed set of learning experiences. Exhibitions also require a clear and focused set of goals that adequately reflect the complexities of the tasks to be accomplished and consider their outcomes for teaching and learning. They demand assessment tools that are themselves expert in the area of work being developed. Absent these characteristics, exhibitions can be merely performances without standards, unfocused activities that provide little guidance or evaluation for developing high levels of skill. The fate of competency-based teacher education as used by many teacher education programs in the 1970s is one illustration of this potential problem. Although well developed in some institutions (Alverno's ability-based curriculum was, for example, an outgrowth of the competency movement of that time), in others the techniques of specifying and observing performances became disconnected from a well-grounded base of theory and from standards for performance. Consequently, the exhibitions of behavior often became little more than tallies of actions that were not well-assessed in terms of their appropriateness for a particular purpose or context or for their influences on students' learning. Assessments that overcome these difficulties integrate exhibitions with a well-conceptualized set of standards; analysis of teachers' goals, contexts, and intentions; and a view of the larger conceptual picture of teaching and learning for both prospective teachers and their students (Darling-Hammond and Snyder, 2001).

An example of a comprehensive approach to performance assessment for pre-service teachers can be seen in the Performance Assessment for California Teachers (PACT) project's Teaching Event, described in detail in Chapter Eight, which involves student teachers in designing a unit, teaching a set of lessons within the unit, and then completing a series of performance assessments related to this segment of instruction. These include developing an assessment plan for the unit, analyzing work samples from individuals over time and for the class as a whole at one point in time, reflecting on their teaching outcomes and revising their plans. Early evidence about this assessment, as well as the Connecticut beginning teacher assessment and the National Board for Professional teaching standards portfolio from which it was adapted, suggests that teachers feel they learn a great deal from participating in the process of developing and scoring these kinds of tasks (Athanasues, 1994; Tracz, Sletty, and Mata, 1994; Tracz and others, 1995; Pecheone and Chuang, 2004; Pecheone and Stanbury, 1996; Sato, 2000). (Although these assessments are called portfolios, we include them here because they require specific performances that are scored according to standardized criteria, rather than allowing for the selection of various kinds of artifacts by a candidate who assembles a more customized collection, like the portfolios we describe in the next section.)

Part of the reason these kinds of performance assessments appear to stimulate learning is that they focus teachers' reflection on professional standards in specific content areas that are used for scoring and that candidates are asked to consider when evaluating their own practice. Thus teaching practices can be
reviewed, revised, and discussed in light of some shared, common language about teaching and learning, which helps ground and focus the work. Furthermore, the standards serve as public criteria by which performances can be measured.

Teaching Portfolios. Teaching portfolios represent a special case of performance assessments. Portfolios are typically collections of materials and artifacts from teachers' work, and often include statements about the teacher's educational philosophy; descriptions of the teacher's theories of classroom organization and management; curriculum materials (such as unit and lesson plans, assignments, assessments, and daily logs) and reflections; articles or papers; videotapes and commentary about instruction; and samples of student work (with or without teacher feedback). They can also include photographs, videotapes, or audiotapes of classroom activities ranging from bulletin boards and displays, to taped lessons, to conferences with students (Darling-Hammond, Wise, and Klein, 1999). Some portfolios also include documents that require additional analysis on the part of the teacher, such as teacher logs or journals, detailed descriptions or analyses of lessons or student work, and reflections on the outcomes of teaching activities. Portfolios can include documents that derive from the evaluations of others: notes by an observer of teaching, peer or administrator recommendations, student evaluations, and so on (Bird, 1990; King, 1990; Athanases, 1994; Hartel, 1991).

Proponents suggest that teacher portfolios provide opportunities for robust documentation of practice and for candidate reflection. As an assessment tool, they can provide a comprehensive look at how the various aspects of a teacher's practices: planning, instruction, assessment, curriculum design, and communications with peers and parents—come together. As a tool for learning and reflection, portfolios can alleviate what Lee Shulman (1998) has referred to as "pedagogical amnesia"—a disease endemic to teaching at all levels. Pedagogical amnesia, characterized by the inability to record and recall the fruits of teaching experience, is one symptom of the multidimensional complexity of teaching. So much happens so fast that it is a blur. Portfolios help make teaching stand still long enough to be examined, shared, and learned from. In some teacher education programs, teachers create portfolios on CD-ROMs or DVDs, including short videos of classroom teaching or of their students working together.

A growing number of teacher education programs are using portfolios to aid students toward three central purposes: in reflecting upon their growth and learning, in demonstrating their learning and development, and in seeking employment after graduation. For example, portfolios are often used to help prospective teachers document and demonstrate their growth as new teachers. To that end, prospective teachers are asked to select pieces of work that represent their learning, their growth, and their reflections about their teaching and their learning. In some cases, portfolios are also used to help new teachers demonstrate to their instructors (or others) that they are ready to teach and to demonstrate how they have met certain standards. For example, the "goal and evidence" portfolio required in the University of Southern Maine's ETEP program (described in Chapter Eight). Assessment requires student teachers to organize their final portfolios around the five "Gorham Outcomes," and each student teacher presents evidence of the outcomes in his or her teaching practice (Whitford and others, 2000).

Some research illustrates how portfolios organized around specific goals and standards can support teachers' development of a conceptual framework about teaching, as well as the refinement of practices, by providing structured opportunities for teachers to document and describe their teaching and their learning; to articulate and demonstrate their professional knowledge and expertise; and to reflect upon what, how, and why they teach (Bird, 1990; King, 1990; Lyons, 1998). Advocates argue that the portfolio provides a structure for teachers to pull together important materials, and to reflect upon their meaning and their own learning. For instance, Richert found that the use of portfolios at Mills College, when developed and discussed with peers, helped student teachers recall classroom experiences more fully and accurately, and helped center their reflections on the context and content-specific aspects of their teaching (Richert, 1990). Lichtenstein, Rubin, and Grant (1992) found that portfolios designed to connect theory and practice enabled teachers systematically to examine and gather information about their classroom practices, students, and schools and helped connect their research-based professional coursework with the demands of the classroom.

In a study of teacher candidates who had constructed teaching portfolios as the central assignment in their master's degree program, Borke and others (1997) found that participants identified multiple benefits for the portfolio process. The most frequently cited benefit was that it enabled them to identify their strengths and limitations as new teachers, and to identify ways to improve. Some students felt that the portfolio helped them reflect upon individual students and ways to support their learning. These candidates, too, noted that the portfolio prompted them to make connections between the theories in their coursework and their classroom practices. Other researchers have found that candidates feel they learn from the process of constructing a portfolio, but that the benefits vary depending on the guidance and feedback they receive from instructors or supervisors (Borke and others, 1997; Wade and Yarbrough, 1996).

It is likely that the benefits of portfolios depend on the design of the portfolio and the learning context within which it is used. It is reasonable to expect that the benefits described earlier would not be experienced for portfolios that are...
just collections of random work created without standards, structured expectations, or guided opportunities for reflection. An additional challenge in using portfolios is that the three common purposes of portfolios (sharing growth and reflection; demonstrating professional competency; and seeking employment) are not always complementary, and, in many programs, one portfolio is used to serve all three purposes. However, the different purposes can create tensions for student teachers, as they imply different audiences and different criteria for selecting materials (Mosenthal, Daniels, and Hull, 1993). Furthermore, lack of clarity about purposes can also result in a portfolio that is merely a collection of everything a student teacher completed in his or her program. Such a portfolio tells evaluators “everything and nothing at the same time” about what a student teacher has learned and understood (L. Shulman, personal communication). Developing a portfolio that is rich and meaningful for both the teacher who assembles it and the assessors who review it requires careful honing of purpose, criteria, and implementation.

**ANALYSIS OF TEACHING AND LEARNING**

The performance assessments described earlier provide, among other things, opportunities for candidates to analyze and reflect on samples of teaching and products of student learning. Such analyses can provide structured, systematic means for closely examining the process and outcomes of teaching and learning using real classroom artifacts—student work samples, videotapes of classroom practice (and other multimedia approaches to capturing learning and teaching), video “cases,” and curriculum materials. The use of these materials enables student teachers and teacher educators to jointly examine and analyze a “common text” to which all have access. The conception of a common text is a key idea that unites analyses of videotapes of teaching, analyses of student work samples, and analyses of portfolio or performance assessment entries. Typically, teacher educators engage students in examining both texts produced by other teachers and in analyzing and exploring their own materials—samples of work from learners in their own classrooms, curriculum they are developing, and videotapes of lessons, and other records of their evolving practice as new teachers.

**Analysis of Teaching**

During this past decade, a number of researchers and organizations have been engaged in efforts to document teaching in richer and more dynamic ways, and many of these efforts have involved the use of videotape and multimedia. These include videotapes of mathematics teaching and associated artifacts of student work; teacher plans and reflections mounted in a hypermedia platform by Deborah Ball and colleagues at the University of Michigan (Lampert and Ball, 1998); the Carnegie Foundation’s Knowledge Media Lab that documents the teaching practice of accomplished teachers through Web-based collections of materials organized around their classroom strategies and inquiries (http://www.carnegiefoundation.org/KML/index.htm); and the videotapes and analyses of teaching developed by James Sigler and colleagues as part of the TIMSS study (Sigler and Hebert, 1999). Such efforts to document teaching have led to sets of rich materials that can now be accessed by teacher educators for joint viewing, reviewing, and analysis by students and their peers.

Teacher educators who are developing pedagogies for the analysis of teaching and learning content that analyzing teaching artifacts has three advantages: it enables new teachers time for reflection while still using the real materials of practice; it provides new teachers with experience thinking about and approaching the complexity of the classroom; and in some cases, it can help new teachers and teacher educators develop a shared understanding and common language about teaching (Ball and Cohen, 1999; Lampert and Ball, 1996; Friel and Carboni, 2000).

First, although learning to teach must be situated within the real materials of practice, learning to teach does not necessarily need to occur solely in real-time in the “crucible of the classroom.” These classroom-based experiences not only focus learning upon that particular classroom but also—because of the rapid pace and complex nature of teaching—make reflection and deliberation difficult (Ball and Cohen, 1999). However, using classroom-based materials (lesson plans, videos of teaching, student and teacher work samples) enables teacher educators to represent true problems of practice under circumstances that allow for fine-grained analysis. Through repeated viewings or readings, candidates have a chance to debate, discuss, and revise initial conceptions. They address the apprenticeship of observation by providing examples of practices that candidates may not themselves have experienced and may have a hard time imagining. A shared text can also elicit different perspectives (student teachers may notice different things and interpret events in different ways), ultimately supporting discussion, argument, and reflection that can facilitate deeper understandings of the teaching and learning process. Using materials in this way helps new teachers develop skills of careful and reasoned analysis, and the ability to evaluate teaching and learning. Another use of these materials, whether print or video, as demonstration or illustration of key ideas or principles of practice.

Second, these materials capture more of the complexity and the constantly shifting, nonlinear nature of the classroom. Because these materials are records of practice from real classrooms—either the student teachers’ own classrooms or that of other teachers—they embody many of the challenges and the multi-layered nature of classroom teaching and learning. In essence, because new teachers need to understand what is occurring in a classroom on multiple levels, and to make decisions based upon information from numerous sources,
an analyzing these artifacts gives them opportunities to evaluate teaching and learning in ways that represent and reflect its complexity. They learn to make sense of situations from a variety of perspectives—to be able to analyze an incident from a developmental point of view, an instructional point of view, a curricular point of view, and so on. Using multimedia examples and other classroom artifacts can support that kind of thoughtful and complex analysis.

Finally, using materials from real classrooms in teacher education courses provides more opportunities for prospective teachers and teacher educators to develop a common language and shared understanding about what they are examining. One key challenge teacher educators face is that sometimes language, theory, and concepts used in teacher education are understood by their students in quite different ways (as discussed in Chapter Ten; see also Kennedy, 1999). Using classroom artifacts can help give concrete instances that enable new teachers and teacher educators to point out particular and specific instances that they feel instantiate ideas or theories, and to debate, deliberate, and discuss these with common images in mind. Rather than using language and theory divorced from “real practice”—they can explore and analyze student and teacher actions in ways that surface implicit assumptions and make ideas more open to examination and probing. In this way, teacher educators can have a better understanding of what new teachers are thinking—enabling them to address the problems of misconceptions about teaching and of enactment. (See “Using Video Analysis to Reflect On and Improve Teaching,” below, for an example of how video and computers are helping support such connections in a teacher education program at Northwestern University.)

Using Video Analysis to Reflect On and Improve Teaching

In NU-TEACH (Northwestern University’s Alternative Certification Program), coordination between university faculty and mentor teachers in the support of new teachers is an important goal. Toward this end, interns complete a series of video-based assignments that draw on explicit feedback from mentor teachers, university faculty, and program peers. In the context of these assignments, video excerpts from the interns’ summer teaching placements literally cycle between the school and the university, becoming a resource for learning about and reflecting upon teaching and for constructing multiple interpretations of classroom practices. In this way, the video technology provides an important media through which participants in teacher education become better connected, and better prepared for creating a professional discourse about teaching and learning. The NU-TEACH community uses video and computers to support analyses of teaching and to create strong connections between university and school-based experiences.


Although the more elaborated, multimedia versions of these approaches are fairly new, research over many years has found that prospective teachers learn more about particular teaching strategies (Carlson and Feldt, 1990; Overbaugh, 1995) and are more able to implement these specific strategies with students after they have seen them modeled by other teachers via videotape (Goldman and Barron, 1990; Wagner, 1973), especially when these observations are supported with discussions, readings, and frameworks to guide their analyses. Thus these new technologies offer promise for supporting both teachers’ metacognitive learning about teaching and their actual practice.

Analysis of Learning

The analysis of learning is an even more recent pedagogy in teacher education than the analysis of teaching. Analysis of learning can be focused upon numerous issues that arise in the teaching and learning process, from challenges of student engagement, student understanding, and assessment to questions about the framing of subject matter curriculum. A student teacher involved in a class focused upon classroom management or teaching strategies might be asked to examine a videotape of a teachers’ classroom and focus upon the ways that the teacher does and does not engage students, connect the subject matter to her students’ interests and assess learning; and perhaps to make note of the students’ responses to the “moves” the teacher makes to support, deepen, and develop understanding about the particular topic at hand. A student teacher involved in a course on learning or development might compare and contrast the work samples of two students, examining the work of both to ascertain the degree of understanding the students display; the misunderstandings or misconceptions; and to propose supports that might be provided to help the students develop their understandings further. Candidates might also analyze and compare and contrast the work of particular students—for instance, English language learners and native English speakers; late adolescents and preadolescents; different students with special needs—to help them focus upon the needs and strengths of different children as well as the challenges involved in each child’s learning.

Because the close analysis of teaching and learning did not become widespread until the 1990s, research on the effects of this pedagogy upon teachers’ learning is still in the early stages. However, there are a set of studies underway that are documenting what teachers learn from analyzing and exploring video “cases” (Sherin, 2001; Sherin and Han, 2002) and that explore what teachers learn from using multimedia (Lampert and Rall, 1998). For example, Sherin and Han (2002) examined the discourse topics of practicing mathematicians teachers who were participating in a “video club” in which teachers met once monthly to discuss videotapes of the teacher members, and found changes in both what the teachers discussed as well as how they discussed it. They found that over a period of ten months, teachers became increasingly focused upon examining student thinking (as opposed to their own teaching and their own pedagogy);
and by the seventh meeting, discussions of students' conceptions of mathematics accounted for 86 percent of the time as compared to less than 15 percent in the first several meetings. Furthermore, they found that the nature of the teachers' discussion of student thinking changed over time. Participating teachers' discussions of student thinking developed from simply stating what the student said (which characterized the discussions of student thinking in the early meetings) to examining the meaning of students' comments and methods and beginning to synthesize and generalize comments about the nature of the students' learning. Finally, teachers also shifted from offering alternative teaching strategies to achieve fairly general ends that were independent of students' learning (for example, get the students to talk more) to suggesting teaching moves or strategies that would push students' understanding further.

Case Methods

Many professions, including law, medicine, and business, help candidates bridge the gap between theory and practice—as well as to develop skills of reflection and close analysis—by engaging them in the reading and writing of cases. Proponents of case methods argue that cases offer a unique form of learning that supports both systematic learning from particular contexts as well as from more generalized theory about teaching and learning. Cases can allow for the exploration of theories and dilemmas as they occur in real classrooms (Colberg, Trimble, and Desberg, 1996). Shulman (1996), for example, has argued that case pedagogies are particularly important in that they enable new teachers to connect theory with practice:

"What is this a case of?" is a location whose purpose is to stimulate students to initiate the intellectual work that makes cases powerful tools for professional learning. They must learn to move up and down, back and forth, between the memorable particularities of cases and the powerful generalizations and simplifications of principles and theories. Principles are powerful but cases are memorable. Only in the continued interaction between principles and cases can practitioners and their mentors avoid the inherent limitations of theory—without-practice or the equally serious restrictions of vivid practice without the mirror of principle. (1996, p. 20)

Students' case writing efforts can motivate their own learning, serve as instructional material for others, and provide "antidotes to the dangers of overgeneralization" (Shulman, 1992, p. 3).

Typically, cases are accounts of teaching and learning that pose dilemmas, provide careful descriptions of contexts, and share evidence or data about outcomes of classroom situations. In teacher education programs, student teachers can read and analyze cases, discerning and reasoning through dilemmas, and propose strategies to respond to problems. Students can also write cases, learning to represent their experiences, and analyze them through the lens of theory, so that they and others can learn from them. There are a number of perspectives that cases may take: some begin with a focus upon subject matter, probing how teachers design instruction to help students master content; some focus upon students, developing teachers' ability to observe and analyze evidence of learning and development; and still others focus upon culture, assisting teachers in examining students' lives, backgrounds, and contexts, helping prepare teachers to understand the challenges inherent in teaching students from diverse backgrounds and communities (Darling-Hammond and Snyder, 2000).

As illustrated in the chapters on Development (Chapter Three) and Teaching Diverse Learners (Chapter Seven), case studies of children and adolescents can engage new teachers in collecting and analyzing data in order to better understand student learning, developmental progress, special needs, and the influences of particular contexts. Cases can be used not only to study teaching and learning at the level of classrooms, but also at the level of the school and community. For example, case studies of children or adolescents can involve teachers in shadowing students throughout their school day, illuminating how many aspects of the school's organization, assignment policies, social context, and teaching practices affect the student. These strategies can help prospective teachers understand the broader school environment and how its policies and practices can create or undermine opportunities, or differentially meet students' needs. These kinds of cases can also involve home visits, parent interviews, and neighborhood visits to place the student in the context of the family and community, thus helping the prospective teacher gain a more holistic view of the student's experience and the ways in which many variables affect him or her (Roese, 2002; Darling-Hammond and Snyder, 2000).

As we described in Chapter Five, Educational Goals and Purposes, case analyses of curriculum and teaching can focus upon the development of instruction and the dilemmas or "breakdowns" that can occur in teaching a particular concept or idea. These analyses can examine teachers' intentions, students' learning, and the relationship (or sometimes disconnect) between the two. Dilemma cases, such as those used by Kleinfeldt at the University of Alaska (1998) (described in Chapter Seven, Teaching Diverse Learners), Levin at the University of North Carolina (2002), and Whitcomb at the University of Denver (2002), are often used to illustrate long-time teaching challenges—such as moral dilemmas, interpersonal difficulties, or cultural differences—and to engage teachers in deliberating, problem solving, and analyzing these challenges. They are also used to prepare teachers for the uncertainty and complexity of teaching in diverse classrooms.

Many gaps in the research on the case method still exist (Grossman, in press; Merseeth, 1999). However, research has provided some initial evidence that cases can help students develop reasoning skills, allowing prospective teachers to more accurately identify important issues and to more thoughtfully analyze an
A few studies have described the ways in which specific teaching strategies appear to enhance stronger outcomes of case writing for students. For example, the study described earlier by Hammerness and colleagues (2002) outlines in some detail the course process used to work with cases. Students read cases written by others (education scholars, experienced teachers, as well as past teacher education students), which were paired with theoretical readings about learning and teaching. While exploring these readings and accompanying cases, students wrote several drafts analyzing a case of their own teaching in which they examined what students learned and what aspects of the context and their teaching appeared to explain what was learned. On each draft, they received extensive feedback from instructor and peer, based upon a publicity shared and edited rubric. Students were also paired with a partner who read the case and provided feedback, including alternative perspectives drawn from the literature and their own experiences. Finally, students participated in two "case conferences" in which they presented their case orally to a small group of classmates and a facilitator who helped them consider theories and concepts that might shed light upon the case.

In teaching, cases appear to be critical to helping students link theoretical principles to the contextualized events they read or write about; in doing so, students need to learn cases within the "schema of the field" with a chance to see how cases represent and relate to knowledge about teaching, learning, and development; in order to make use of the cases in a meaningful and informative way. Students need to be supported in moving between the case and the principles. Indeed, when doctors read cases, they cannot make sense of a clinical case without considerable scientific knowledge (for example, of physiology, chemistry, and biology and of treatments and possible outcomes) that must be connected to the knowledge of particular cases of particular patients with their own medical histories. So too, do teachers need to go "back and forth" between cases and principles, as well as have opportunities to consider "what is this a case of?" (Shulman, 1996).

Looking across several studies documenting more and less successful use of case writing in teacher education, Darling-Hammond and Hammerness (2002) identify some features of instruction that appear to help case writers overcome potential pitfalls and seem to support the learning associated with writing cases. These include:

- Connections to readings and discussion on learning, development, and teaching that provide the opportunity to link theory and practice;
- Guidance for data collection and analysis (e.g., observation and interview protocols in child cases, analytic memos, logs, and rubrics that guide analysis);
- Multiple drafts written against standards that encourage the development of important case features (e.g., details about students and context, analysis of
• Specific, concrete feedback that calls attention to principles of development, learning, teaching choices, moral questions, context variables, and other concerns;
• Time and timing—enough time to allow reflections on the case to unfold at a time when candidates are ready and able to consider the questions being posed. (p. 133)

As these authors point out: “Without learning opportunities that develop insights, raise other perspectives into view, and create bridges between theory and practice, cases may add up to interesting but unistructive teaching stories that reinforce idiosyncratic or uninformed views of teaching. A key lesson . . . is that cases do not teach themselves” (p. 132).

**Autobiography**

As we have noted, student teachers bring with them very broad and raw theories about teaching and learning—many of which are based in their own personal educational histories (Crow, 1987; Holt-Reynolds, 1992). These lay theories, or beliefs developed without formal instruction (Vygotsky, 1978), have often been developed over long periods of participating in and observing classrooms (Lortie, 1975; Measor, 1985) as well as in informal experiences of teaching and learning in schools, homes, and the community (Measor, 1985). Indeed, much research has demonstrated the importance of teachers’ personal educational biographies have upon their teaching, their thinking about their teaching, and their understandings about learning (Brintzman, 1986, 1991; Cladnin, 1985; Cole and Knowles, 1993; Crow, 1987; Holt-Reynolds, 1992, 1994; Kagan, 1992; Knowles, 1992).

For instance, Holt-Reynolds (1992) conducted an extensive interview-based study with teacher education students in a reading class. Her findings demonstrated not only the tenacity of these teachers’ personal understandings about teaching and learning, but also the ways in which they shaped how the teachers responded to, agreed with, or accepted what they were learning about in their class. Their ground for agreeing or disagreeing were not based upon educational theory, research, professional consensus, or experiences as teachers. Instead their views were firmly rooted in their own experiences in schools as students, experiences which often were atypical. Research also demonstrates that when these firmly held personal beliefs about teaching meet with the field, difficulties can arise (Cole and Knowles, 1993).

Often teacher educators seek to confront the apprenticeship of observation and to stimulate reflection on teaching and learning through the use of autobiography. Autobiographies are nonfiction, first-person accounts of personal experiences. In teacher education programs, students can write autobiographies that focus upon the events of their education or schooling, and which may focus upon particularly formative incidents, people, or contexts that shaped them as people (and teachers) and informed the way they think about teaching and learning.

Over the years, many teacher educators have suggested that engaging preservice teachers in writing about and analyzing their own educational experiences can be overgeneralized without an opportunity for analysis and perspective (Bullough and Gilkin, 1995; Carter and Doyle, 1996; Cole and Knowles, 1993; Holt-Reynolds, 1992; Knowles and Holt-Reynolds, 1991; Baumgartner and others, 2002; Rust, 1999). Their belief is that, through autobiography, student teachers are able not only to become aware of and to articulate their own knowledge about teaching—knowledge that is often tacit and unexamined (Barclay and Wellman, 1986)—but also to bring it to the surface for examination, reflection, and even challenge (Bullough and Gilkin, 1995).

In turn, making this kind of personal historical knowledge about education explicit then enables teacher educators to build upon and work with this important prior knowledge that their students bring to their coursework. Autobiography can be an important form of knowledge (Bruner, 1990) that guided self-reflection can stimulate greater insight and perspective, especially if narratives are shared.

Autobiographies can take a variety of starting points. Some focus upon the author’s past educational experiences—both formal and informal—describing in detail important educational incidents in their lives, such as key experiences of learning as well as not learning; of puzzlement or challenge; of the relationship of school and culture; and of inequities (Hoffman, 1989). These autobiographies may describe particularly influential teachers, coaches, or other influential adults in candidates’ lives, or even peers from whom they learned. Sometimes these narratives also focus upon the context of the school, the peer group or a classroom, or the relationship between school and one’s own culture (Chamcodeau, 1997). Yet another type of narrative may emphasize the author’s school or life experiences as these relate to race, gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, or religion, in order to discuss key formative experiences as children or young adults (Beals, 1994; Fröck, 1995; Santiago, 1993; Walker, 1991).

**Autobiography at New York University**

At New York University, student teachers write several autobiographical papers. As part of a strand of courses that involve students in learning about key concepts in teaching and learning called “Inquiries I, II” on the undergraduate level and “Inquiries III” on the master’s level, students create a “Learning Autobiography.” The Learning Autobiography takes the form of a timeline in which students identify key incidents in their experiences as learners. Students then write two separate narratives, one in which they write extensively about a selected incident in their learning, and another in which they describe a teacher who made a significant impression upon them. When they analyze their experiences with that individual or in other learning incidents, they are able to articulate what guides them as a teacher and examine their goals, motives, and models more closely.

There are two ways teacher educators tend to use autobiographies—first, in engaging students in the writing of their own autobiographies, and second, in the analysis of the autobiographies that other students have written. They solicit from students comments about the autobiographies they have written and the analysis of their own autobiographies for a class assignment. In the second method, teacher educators might also engage students in the analysis of autobiographies written by others.
(which sometimes also involves students in analyzing them in a reading group or other group of readers). Teacher educators frequently involve student teachers in writing autobiographies in order to explore their past and current educational experiences. (See Autobiography at New York University for a description of this practice at New York University and Chapter Seven for a description of how this practice can be embedded in a course on Multicultural Education.) Often, students are asked to construct a narrative that provides detailed descriptions of their past educational experiences—both formal and informal (Bullough and Gilin, 1995). In other cases, they create autobiographical narratives that focus upon the exploration of a key metaphor, theme, or central image from their educational experiences—images that may want to build upon in future teaching, such as “teaching as building community” or “creating a home” (Clandinin, 1986).

A few teacher educators have recently begun to document in small-scale studies the impact that these strategies appear to have on student teachers’ thinking (Bullough and Stiles, 1994; Clarke and Medina, 2000; Florio-Ruane, 2001; Rust, 1999). They stress the insights prospective teachers report about their own learning and experiences in relation to each other and their students, broadening their perspectives and highlighting awareness that their assumptions require greater evaluation. Baumgartner and others (2002) found that autobiographical stories “provide critical insights into teachers’ thinking that work to evoke the group not only to understand the speaker’s actions but also to provide professional support” for further growth (p. 86). The authors note that these aspects of student thinking rarely emerge in the context of most teacher education programs where the formal interactions between professors and students are not sufficient for students’ stories to emerge and thus become available for them to examine. With opportunities to write and then discuss autobiographical experiences, student teachers have a chance to explore those places where their implicit theories about teaching rub up against those of other teachers or standards of practice.

Teacher educators also acknowledge some important challenges related to this pedagogy. First, autobiographical narratives can be created but remain undeveloped and unchallenged—without opportunities to revisit, explore, and compare new understandings with past understandings. Student teachers need carefully scaffolded experiences with different forms of teaching, schooling, and culture in order to productively challenge, question, and wrestle with deeply held beliefs and past experiences. In addition, if these narratives are not shared, there is no way to get a perspective on the range of experiences, learning and teaching possibilities, and school contexts that exist. Some teacher educators suggest that sharing autobiographies and revisiting personal narratives over time, in the light of new experiences of alternative practices, are particularly important.

Second, writers and readers of autobiography may come to overemphasize the personal and thus lose the opportunity to engage in a critical analysis of the broader social and cultural contexts in which teaching occurs. Third, autobiographical narratives may be too focused on the personal experiences of individual teachers and fail to address the broader social and cultural forces that shape teaching and learning. Finally, and for many of the same reasons, the use of autobiography within teacher education programs may also be seen as a way to protect the autonomy and professionalism of individual teachers. This approach can be seen as a way to support the development of individual teachers’ professional identities, but it may also be seen as a way to limit the potential for change and growth in the profession as a whole.

and the only solution to the problems of teaching (Cazden, cited in Ballenger, 1999; and Florio-Ruane, 2001). Florio-Ruane argues that one way to avoid the solitary nature of these stories is to read them “in the company of colleagues” thus bringing multiple perspectives to bear upon the work and illustrating the importance of a community of professionals—and the knowledge located in such a community—for understanding and making sense of the challenges embedded in them.

Finally, teacher educators who work with autobiography draw attention to the deeply personal nature of this pedagogy, and to the necessity for care and respect for the intimate revelations that may emerge from writing and reading autobiography. Others have called attention to the ethics involved in asking students to disclose private, sensitive thoughts, feelings, and experiences—sometimes for public scrutiny—and sometimes for the purpose of changing and revising teachers’ beliefs and conceptions about teaching (Carter and Doyle, 1996). When using such a personal form of writing, teacher educators need to think through potential problems (particularly regarding appropriate assessment of and response to personal writing) and pay special attention to the creation of a classroom atmosphere that is respectful, safe, and appropriate for personal revelations of this nature.

Inquiry and Action Research

Finally, as we noted earlier, preparing teachers to learn from teaching throughout their careers requires a set of tools that develop the skills and practices of systematic, purposeful inquiry and critical reflection. Many teacher educators have focused on developing these abilities by engaging student teachers in systematic research in their classrooms and schools (Gore and Zeichner, 1991; Price, 2001). Such experiences not only help teachers deal with the complexity of practice but also help them overcome some of the limitations of their apprenticeships of observation. Definitions and conceptions of such teacher-directed research differ considerably (Gore and Zeichner, 1991; Reark and Feldman, 1999); and even the terms used—teacher research, action research, practitioner research, and the scholarship of teaching—come out of different intellectual traditions and carry with them different assumptions about teaching and research. However, Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s (1993) description of action research as “intentional, systematic and rigorous inquiry” provides a useful description of the character and nature of practitioner research in teacher education. Although not directly examining the work of preservice teachers, Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993) have examined the impact of specific types of such research upon the knowledge base of teaching, learning, and schooling. For instance, they have demonstrated how

1See Gore and Zeichner (1991) for a discussion and critique of the breadth of definitions of practice research and for an examination of the terms and language used in action research within a
"classroom studies" (a fairly typical genre in action research) can promote a systematic and intellectual critique of the assumptions, goals, and approaches being used in a classroom, which can lead the teacher-researchers not only to reframe questions but to revise pedagogical approaches.

The process of practitioner inquiry includes all aspects of a research inquiry process: identifying questions of compelling interest (these may focus upon issues of teaching and learning; schooling and society; or education and social issues, such as gender, race, or equity); pursuing those questions through the collection of data (which may include observations of children, class or other observational field notes, or interviews with children, parents, or other teachers); and reflecting upon the questions through written work (journal entries, conceptual research memos, and oral discussion with peers, instructors, and master teachers). Practitioner research is not always as linear, however, as this suggests. Students often begin at different points in this process and follow a spiral of “plan-act-observe-and-reflect” (Zeichner and Noffke, 2001). Frequently these projects culminate in the writing of a formal research report that describes the nature of the inquiry, discusses the analysis, summarizes the findings, and sometimes includes reflection upon the results of the research for one’s teaching—as well as discussion of the impact of the inquiry process upon the teacher’s conception of teaching. However, some teacher educators note that they emphasize the inquiry process, and the development of skills of conducting classroom-based research, rather than the finished research product (Zeichner, 2003). “Action Research at the University of Maryland,” below, describes one professor’s pedagogy using action research.

**Action Research at the University of Maryland**

Jeremy Price (2001) actually begins his semester-long spring course on action research in the fall, when he introduces his students to concepts of research on teaching. In the spring, the students develop a research question that they pursue in their classrooms. Concurrently, he engages students in analyzing classroom data (such as written vignettes or video tapes of teaching) and in examining the research process by reading research articles, books, or pieces by other teacher-researchers. Students form small “research groups” to give feedback and intellectual support on one another’s projects. Each teacher also keeps a research journal that becomes a source of evidence for his or her paper. Particular assignments help the students analyze and develop their research. For example, students have to describe an “engaging assignment” and to describe in detail conversations and interactions with students. This assignment is designed to encourage analysis of particular aspects of lessons and to help candidates learn to provide evidence for claims.

In research on the consequences of these practices, Price drew upon a variety of qualitative data from the course (transcripts of classroom conversations; questionnaires at the beginning and end of class; action research journals; preservice teachers’ and their learners’ classroom videos; and teacher-candidates, examining the process of their research, the impact on their learning, and “how they saw the relationship between classroom inquiry, teaching and educational change” (p. 43). Price found that his students were able to develop and reflect upon pedagogies that were responsive to the needs and strengths of their particular students; to better understand and evaluate the learning represented in students’ work; and to appreciate teaching as not only planning and organizing instruction, but also as focusing on the learning of students. Price also found that the research project gave all students an opportunity to take some risks in the classroom, and they all chose to test ideas and practices that focused upon the learning and engagement of their students—an important finding that contradicts the tenacious belief that student teachers are not developmentally ready to focus upon student learning. He concluded that the research process seemed “to be a powerful influence upon how they constructed their role as teachers and imagined their work as teachers” (p. 70).

Advocates of practice-based research build their argument upon a definition of teaching as reflective practice (Schön, 1983), contending that student teachers need to learn critical dispositions and skills that underpin reflection—the dispositions toward an open mind, a sense of responsibility and commitment, and care for children, along with the skills of careful observation and reasoned analysis (Zeichner and Liston, 1987). However, the goals for practitioner research vary considerably—in part, depending upon the definition. Some teacher educators focus upon the benefits for individual teachers in helping them become more reflective and analytic about their own classroom practice and promote their individual growth as teachers (Webb, 1980). Those who emphasize the professional development that may arise from such research often focus upon the importance of teachers engaging in constructing knowledge about teaching and learning themselves, and in using this understanding to guide their practice and their future learning (see, for example, Cochran-Smith and Lytle, 1993; Hollingsworth and Sackett, 1994). Finally, some emphasize the political insights and understandings that practitioner research may promote in teachers, by enabling them to better understand the social conditions of schooling and work toward more democratic, emancipatory education for all students through school reform and political action (Gore and Zeichner, 1991; Kemmis, 1993; Noffke and Stevenson, 1995; Price, 2001; Zeichner, 1993b). As Villegas and Lucas (2002a) note:

By studying schools, prospective teachers can learn about the nature of the school as an institutional culture, exploring ways in which the context outside the classroom influences the lives of students and teachers. They can see the ways in which school policies and practices both support and hinder teachers’ efforts to be culturally responsive. They can get a sense of the individual and frequently isolating nature of teachers’ work, on the one hand, and the
can work collectively to bring about changes in their schools that will increase access to knowledge for all students. This can give them a sense of the possibility for teachers to play leadership roles outside the classroom. (p. 145)

Across the literature there is a view that practitioner research can support teachers in developing a disposition toward reflective, inquiry-based, and analytic thinking (what Cochran-Smith and Lytle [1999] term an "inquiry stance") along with the important skills of data collection, observation, analysis, and reflection.

Although some researchers and educators have examined the products of teachers' inquiries (Beyer, 1996; Bixse and Bullock, 1997; Cochran-Smith and Lytle, 1993), the research on the outcomes of practitioner research for participants is quite exploratory. A small number of researchers and teacher educators have studied the learning of preservice teacher education students in action research courses (see, for example, Gore and Zeichner, 1991; Price, 2001; Tabachnik and Zeichner, 1999; Valli, 2000), often as a form of practitioner research on their own teaching and the learning of their students. As noted, Price (2001) found that the process raised candidates' confidence and caused them to pursue changes in their classrooms, which they hoped to continue as new teachers. However, this study, like others (for example, Gore and Zeichner, 1991; Valli, 2000), found that although the work candidates did in action research increased their awareness of particular classroom issues and helped them to be more student focused, relatively few were able to translate their findings into school-level considerations or organizational improvement strategies.

Highlighting some of the possibilities and challenges of this pedagogy, Gore and Zeichner (1991) analyzed the written reports of the research projects conducted by eighteen of their student teachers, and evaluated the self-assessments of learning by these students. Their students reported that the research process enabled them to become more thoughtful and purposeful about their teaching, that it helped them become more aware of their own practices and of the gaps between their beliefs and their practices; and that it helped them become aware of their learners' thinking and learning. However, these authors also expressed concerns that they found that only a small number of students emerged with a concern for moral and political issues, and few made connections between their specific topic of investigation and the larger issues or contexts within which their specific inquiry took place.

They argue that this pedagogy may be helped by some self-inquiry through autobiographies by student teachers, in order to better prepare them to later make more critical inquiry into schools and schooling, as well as to encourage more involvement of the student teachers in a "community of teachers" who are all engaged in teacher research together. There is some other evidence that placing student teachers with more experienced teacher-researchers can help prospective teachers more easily develop a perspective on teaching that is inquiry oriented (see, for example, Clift, Veal, Johnson, and Holland, 1999; Cochran-Smith, 1991; Nath and Tellez, 1995). This work reinforces the argument that pedagogies such as practitioner research and autobiography may be most powerful and effective if combined—and also calls attention to the fact that all these pedagogies may be strengthened when supported by clinical placements and experiences that reflect and reinforce concepts, ideas, and approaches from the university coursework.

These kinds of studies, although still limited, provide some indications of the kind of learning that can emerge from practitioner research. Such inquiry can help new teachers focus upon student learning and student work, critically examine their own teaching practices in relation to their beliefs and commitments, and develop the skills of data collection, analysis, and reflection.

CONCLUSION

The pedagogies of teacher education we have described—student teaching, performance assessments and portfolios, analyses of teaching and learning cases, methods, autobiography, and practitioner inquiry—are intended to support teachers' abilities to learn in and from practice. Each intends, in different ways, to build the visions, tools, practices, dispositions, and understandings of new teachers in ways that develop and make habitual the ability to reflect and the skills of close analysis. However, the interrelationship of these pedagogies to one another is also important. It is possible that these pedagogies may work more powerfully in relationship to one another, and some pedagogies (such as autobiography) may be particularly useful early on in programs whereas others (such as practitioner inquiry) may be best engaged once student teachers have had opportunities to critically examine their own experiences of schooling.

For those reasons and others, developing and instituting these pedagogies is no easy task. Teaching teachers is certainly among the most demanding kinds of professional preparation; teacher educators must constantly model practices; construct powerful learning experiences; thoughtfully support progress, understanding, and practice; carefully assess students' progress and understandings; and help link theory and practice. Skillfully enacting this kind of teaching of teachers takes time, effort, and, most important, institutional support—and cannot be easily undertaken in a context that is unsupportive or conflicting. In our final chapter, Chapter Twelve, we move to a discussion of the key factors that influence the ability of institutions to transform their practice and to teach teachers well. These broader concerns of policy and organizational change are key elements in determining how well teacher education will be able to prepare candidates who, in turn, support their students toward productive lives and careers.